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Abstract

The growing trend toward preserving user data privacy has embraced a new computing paradigm called Federated Learning (FL). FL enables edge devices to learn from a global shared model without cloud data storage. FL implements an efficient model training method for disseminating model training while maintaining user data privacy. Applying FL to the automobile industry solves numerous problems, including minimizing privacy concerns, establishing clients’ trust in data sharing, and constructing robust ML models. The time it takes to collect data is also mitigated because we do not have to wait for clients to share their data. Instead, the training at the edge node is enough.

Meanwhile, the automotive industry is experiencing a dramatic increase in the popularity of Electric Vehicle (EV). In providing greener technologies, EVs offer substantial advantages. The batteries that power the EVs have a maximum energy consumption restriction. Consequently, it is vital to evaluate the battery consumption of EVs to resolve numerous issues, such as range anxiety and Charging Station (CS) usage, to name a few. Therefore, it is crucial to predict battery consumption under various traffic scenarios. Another critical issue to be tackled is the electric load forecasting of CSs in an area. This is especially important due to the frequency with which EVs utilize CSs.

To end this, we implement an amalgamation of the FL in the automotive use cases. We implement an FL environment to embark on the battery capacity estimation of EVs and the energy demand of CSs in a specific region. We used the Simulation of Urban MO bility (SUMO) simulator’s various toolkits to model the traffic, network simulation, and data acquisition. We use Flower, an open-source FL framework, to set the ground for our method. We implement and adapt the software stack in Flower to accommodate the two user-defined strategies, active client contribution (client picking strategy) and handling faulty clients (system fault tolerance). We eventually integrate the established FL into an experiment tracking tool called Weights and Biases (W&B). The implemented FL system runs a large client pool of about 1000 EVs, enabling a large-scale production-grade and scalable simulation in FL. The simulation environment is configured as resource-aware using the Virtual Client Engine (VCE) of Flower and Ray. Our experiments show significant convergence results preserving data privacy. The findings show that the FL model outperforms the local baseline model in many client cases. We also demonstrate the implementation of a fault-tolerant system using an extension to the Federated Averaging (FedAvg). Finally, we present the significance of adopting a differentially private model and the trade-off between end-to-end privacy protection and obtained accuracy.
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1 Introduction

Modern edge devices like mobile phones, wearable devices, and autonomous vehicles use cutting-edge technologies to power a variety of functional applications [48]. The enormous amount of data generated by these edge devices is crucial for today’s rapidly developing technological advancements. With the rising computational power of these devices and the security concerns associated with transmitting private information [30], storing data locally and shifting network computation to edge devices is becoming an increasingly attractive option. The requirement for such data to build a reliable, comprehensive Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL) platform is expanding tremendously. The idea of user privacy does, however, frequently place restrictions on using them. We have crucial information in fields like the automotive industry, healthcare units, and educational platforms, but the user is wary of sharing it with the outside world. Employing centralized training would seem difficult because we cannot send the data to the central storage unit for training owing to privacy issues.

To this end, we introduce the concept of the developing computing paradigm known as Federated Learning FL [36, 32, 44, 50]. FL aims at preventing data sharing with the other participants or the central storage unit, keeping it private to each user [44, 32, 50]. On a brief outline of the FL setup, the client that is a participant shares the individual updates and receives a global model update from the central server based on final aggregation from all the other clients. Each client uses these updates for the next round of federated training. A prevalent instance of an FL application is the Gboard [24], a Google keyboard where FL is used to deal with sensitive user data. Another example is the medical sector, where obtaining consent to upload data to the cloud may be time-consuming for ethical and regulatory reasons [73]. In these instances, FL can be used automatically to address the issue of data availability and assist in developing a more effective privacy-protected ML system. FL finds its usage in multiple domains [41]. The following sections discuss the extensive use of FL in the automotive industry, which is the topic of interest here.

1.1 Motivation

Emerging vehicular IoT systems comprise significant sensor data. With numerous connected vehicles, edge computing in vehicular networks is rapidly evolving. Furthermore, vehicular networks are highly dynamic. Their environments change over time, and multiple scenarios contain private information. Thus, employing FL in such scenarios is paramount to the data acquisition infrastructure that has distributed nature and prevents privacy issues [95]. To fully mold the potential of a more ingenious vehicular IoT system, evaluating AI methodologies is required to meet growing demands and build efficient machine-learning models.

Researchers have started leveraging the concept of FL in the vehicular automotive industry to tackle the above-stated concerns. In the recent past, automotive FL has made tremendous global contributions [61]. In FL automotive systems, no data is transmitted outside the vehicle, as all
learning is performed locally on the edge device. The shared weights do not reveal the user’s identity during the FL process. Developing FL for automotive units necessitates a production-grade environment for continuous monitoring and distributed deployment of ML models. In light of these factors, it is clear that FL has the potential to become significant in the automotive industry. Figure 1.1 illustrates a general framework of FL in vehicular edge computing where the local model updates are sent from the respective vehicular clients, and other clients can download the global model.

**Figure 1.1:** A general framework of FL in vehicular edge computing [88]

### 1.2 Problem Statement and Research Questions

According to the study [83], we see an exponential increase in Electric Vehicles (EV) usage in Germany. EV strive to alleviate massive energy consumption and drastic climatic shifts [49]. However, the growing usage of EVs has also led to customer data sharing, and privacy issues [78]. Central storage of all such EV data is a conundrum. The EV industry is increasingly concerned with addressing user data vulnerability and developing a complete setup ready for production. On the other hand, the power grid provides energy for Charging Station (CS) once EVs have initiated charging. Conventionally, the CS’s energy consumption data is again stored centrally. This approach again lacks privacy leading to issues in privacy for both the CSs and EVs. Also, EVs predominantly use battery stacks based on lithium-ion (Li-ion) cells. It is essential to measure the State of Charge (SOC), defined as the available capacity and expressed as a percentage of its rated capacity, to assess the potential energy of a battery [58].

A fully functional FL requires selecting a framework that supports a comprehensive software stack, end-to-end privacy guarantee, and integration with the Machine Learning Operations (MLOps) platform. Several FL frameworks exist; however, selecting a framework that offers scalability, algorithmic development support, and system-level research approaches is essential. Understanding and implementing these framework environments in a production-grade environment is critical. The wherewithal to implement such client-friendly, production-scale FL will unleash new avenues for study in the automotive sector.
In this work, we mainly address the above-listed occurring privacy issues in the production-grade automotive industry by formulating, discussing, and answering the below research questions (Table 1.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Questions</th>
<th>Motivation behind RQs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>RQ1</strong> How can we incorporate the FL environment justifying user privacy and system heterogeneity to realize use-cases (a) and (b)?&lt;br&gt;(a) Actual battery capacity prediction for EVs&lt;br&gt;(b) Energy-demand forecasting for CSs</td>
<td>Using FL in the automotive industry to preserve client data privacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RQ2</strong> How does the above proposed system provide incentives for deploying FL in a production-ready automotive environment? &lt;br&gt;<strong>Sub-questions</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>RQ2.1</strong> How does the system handle the training and evaluation of numerous clients?&lt;br&gt;<strong>RQ2.2</strong> How do we implement a user-friendly client-picking strategy for active client contribution?&lt;br&gt;<strong>RQ2.3</strong> How can we handle faulty clients during the training and evaluation process?&lt;br&gt;<strong>RQ2.4</strong> How can we integrate the proposed FL system with a production-grade MLOps platform for experiment tracking?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RQ3</strong> How can we additionally enhance the privacy guarantees for the local client model during weight updates using differential privacy?</td>
<td>End-to-end privacy guarantee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1.3 Contributions

This thesis aims to develop two prevalent use case scenarios for the EV and CS automotive industries. The method presented here aims to simulate a federated environment for EVs and CSs in a given geographical area to compute the individual battery capacity of EVs and the total energy demand from various CSs in the given zone. We intend to create a large-scale, production-ready FL simulation environment that addresses multiple elements, including client selection, fault tolerance, results aggregation, and privacy guarantees. We integrate the FL environment further into a developer-friendly MLOps platform for tracking and benchmarking the metrics.

Due to the impracticality of collecting such a vast amount of EV and CS data for early development, we use simulators to create a realistic design. We also investigate the various semantics of the employed simulator.

Precisely the research study presented in this work addresses the following contributions,
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- Design, traffic, and mobility model, to set up a test bench for EVs and CSs and obtain the simulation data.
- Leverage a federated framework and implement use cases with privacy protection for EVs and CSs.
- Illustrate the nature of data and the large-scale client pool simulation using the FL framework.
- Develop the implemented system further to include user-tailored strategies, the algorithm to handle faulty clients, resource allocation for single-node simulation for heterogeneous large-client cohorts, and end-to-end privacy guarantee for local models.
- Track the various metrics using an experiment-tracking MLOps tool.

1.4 Preview of Chapters

From preliminary concept to result analysis and discussions, the contribution of this thesis is highlighted below,

- Chapter 2 - (Background)
  This chapter explains the relevant concepts and their prominence in FL. We discuss and provide an overview of the other common topics related to the thesis.

- Chapter 3 - (State of the Art)
  This chapter provides an overview of the various FL-related automotive developments that have been handled so far. We also discuss the state-of-the-art in this area and why FL is necessary for the automotive industry. We also discuss the merits and demerits of different FL frameworks, followed by the core design architecture description of the chosen framework. The following section outlines the related works for the traffic and mobility simulator. On a concluding note, we discuss the derived insights and contributions.

- Chapter 4 - (Methodology)
  This chapter outlines the design methodology for the work proposed. It introduces the two use-case scenarios that we implement here. We discuss the different semantics of the simulation tool and methods to acquire the EV and CS data. Following this, we describe the FL settings in detail. The sections in this chapter collectively introduce the idea conceptually and mathematically.

- Chapter 5 - (Experimental Set-up)
  This chapter discusses the realization of our FL system. We discuss in depth the experimental setup for data acquisition and the implementation of the FL environment leveraging the design concepts introduced in the previous chapter.

- Chapter 6 - (Results and Observations)
  Using the obtained results, we also provide a rationale for the research questions based on the outcomes.

- Chapter 7 - (Conclusion and Outlook)
  This chapter lists the concluding remarks, limitations of the work, and the research questions open for further analysis.
2 Background

2.1 Federated Learning

Traditional centralized distributed learning has limitations, such as low efficiency with high transmission costs and lack of privacy protection, which reduce ML and DL application levels in various industries and medical institutions, among others [102]. In addition, a large amount of training data, processing capacity, power consumption, and enough resources for computing are required to ensure many sectors implement machine learning. Moreover, most organizations are not interested in sharing their data due to security and privacy concerns.

With the development of digital technology and a heightened awareness of the need to take safety precautions, consumers' anxiety regarding preserving their privacy is growing, creating a unique concern regarding the data island problem [23] in IIoT networks. Unfortunately, a significant amount of data is necessary to take advantage of the capabilities for examination and understanding offered by ML and DL technologies. Therefore it is vital to solving the data island problem.

In order to solve collaborative learning circumstances within enterprises, the concept of decentralized collaborative machine-learning algorithms that preserves anonymity was introduced. Federated Learning (FL), also known as federated machine learning, is one framework for ML that utilizes data and executes ML without sharing local data. FL encompasses data partitioning, security, and applications within itself. The workflow and architecture of the FL system are as in Figure 2.1.

![Figure 2.1](image)

**Figure 2.1:** The lifecycle of an FL-trained model and the various actors in a federated learning system [32, 5]
2.1.1 Overview of FL

The definition of FL can be described as follows [32],

"Federated learning is a machine learning setting where multiple entities (clients) collaborate in solving a machine learning problem, under the coordination of a central server or service provider. Each client’s raw data is stored locally and not exchanged or transferred; instead, focused updates intended for immediate aggregation are used to achieve the learning objective."

Mathematical definition of FL

Following is a mathematical description of the definition of FL [5]. All client data is aggregated and stored on a central data server in a centralized ML setting.

The clients or data owners can be represented as, \{F_1, F_2, F_3, ..., F_N\} where N is the number of clients participating in the FL process. Their respective data is represented as \{D_1, D_2, D_3, ..., D_N\}. Assume that each client sends data D_i to the cloud. Consequently, these aggregated data D = \{D_1, D_2, D_3, ..., D_N\} are utilized for training the model M_{centralized} in a centralized ML setting.

In contrast, local updates from all data owners are used in an FL environment to train a global model termed M_{federated}. It should be highlighted that no data owner F_i is obligated to disclose their data D_i with others.

FL offers several capabilities concerning privacy and other problems encountered in computing paradigms. As we do not transfer the data via the network, the possibility of unauthorized data access is eliminated. There is mitigation of network traffic because training outcomes are typically far less substantial than the data. The time and cost of information transport can be reduced by lowering the quantity of transferred data. The requirements for the central processing cluster and central storage are less, as storing all data in a single location is optional.

Generic steps involved in FL training

An FL system consists of three key components: a central server where model updates are received and aggregated into a global model, clients that retain their data, and a computing framework that establishes the flow of client-server communication.

The FL process typically comprises the following steps [34, 14],

- **Initial Stage** -
  At first, understand the need for FL for the scenario defined and comprehend the overview of the nature of data distribution across the clients.

- **Setting-up FL framework** -
  Understand and select/implement a necessary framework for FL implementation.
  Understand the core architecture of the framework (Strategies, algorithm, hyper-parameters, evaluation metrics, etc.)

- **Client selection** -
  The central server selects the clients based on the implemented strategies. Other aspects include data distribution, client node characteristics, model training requirements, and training methodologies during client selection.
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- **Model dissemination** - Configure the client-server communication. The initial model updates are sent to the chosen clients from the central server.

- **Distributed learning using client feedback** - After the first round of training, send local model updates to the central server.

- **Aggregation** - The central server computes a global model by aggregating the updates from the client nodes using an FL algorithm.

- **Evaluation Phase** - Download the aggregated global model. Evaluation of the clients chosen in the FL system.

- **Continuation of the FL process** - Continue the above steps until we meet the necessary convergence rate.

2.1.2 FL Applications

As was previously said, FL is a powerful distributed ML approach that preserves user privacy. It tackles numerous challenges, including data ownership, privacy, security, and different data dissemination, and thus has applications in numerous areas [41]. FL has many supported use cases, including the autonomous sector, healthcare, wearable, industrial IoT and management, and the financial sector. Following are a few prominent application examples for FL.

**Google Keyboard (Gboard):** One of Google’s earliest innovative deployments of the FL paradigm, the Google keyboard (Gboard) [24], anticipates the next word on the smartphone’s virtual keyboard, thereby protecting user data. They adopted the FedAvg algorithm, with SGD used for server-client training. This initial investigation demonstrates the practicality of training models locally on end-user devices instead of transferring sensitive user data to servers granting complete user control over their privacy protection. Integrating privacy by default with distributed training and aggregation across several client devices makes it more unrestricted.

The FL flow in smartphones’ next-word prediction task is illustrated in Figure 2.2. Rather than transmitting the raw data to the central server, a distributed technique is utilized here. In this configuration, remote smartphones frequently communicate with a central server to send and receive their respective updates. During each round of communication, a subset of selected phones does local training on their non-identically dispersed user data and communicates these local updates to the server. After incorporating the updates, the server retransmits the new global model to a subset of smartphones. This network-wide iterative training procedure continues until convergence is achieved or a stopping requirement is met.

**Medical Applications:** FL has become the standard decentralized learning framework for medical applications in contexts that ensure privacy when training data is not immediately available. As a direct consequence, FL has demonstrated significant potential in the medical field [68, 70]. It has proven to be extremely helpful in brain tumor segmentation [82], cancer diagnosis [11] such as breast cancer detection [31, 73], fMRI screening and analysis [47], and keeping patient medical records [28], to name a few of these possible applications.
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Figure 2.2: Example illustration of using FL for next-word prediction in smartphones [44]

Finance Sector: The banking and auditing industries have undergone dramatic shifts due to digital developments. The availability of vast amounts of data from various clients gives AI a disproportionately large role in developing this industry. However, substantial data confidentiality procedures must be observed when gathering data from clients and organizations. Results show that large-scale DL models are susceptible to leaking such private data. In such scenarios, we can employ the benefits of FL. One such work here protects the confidentiality of individuals in audit companies [81]. The proposed model learns client-beneficial representations without compromising confidential data.

2.1.3 FL Algorithms

FL utilizes multiple strategies to aggregate the global model [42]. McMahan et al.’s Federated Averaging (FedAvg) [55] is the most often used algorithm in the FL process. It is employed widely due to its ease of use and inexpensive communication costs. A random selection of clients, the aggregation of local model updates, and the formation of a global model constitute the general operation of FedAvg. It combines Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) performed on the selected clients and thereupon aggregates and averages the sequences in the server to form a global model after every iteration round [46]. Several modifications to the FedAvg algorithms provide numerous alternative algorithms, including FedProx, QFedAvg, FaultTolerantFedAvg, and FedNova, among others, to improve FL model performance. The advancements offered by FedAvg are beneficial to a number of server-side optimization algorithms, including FedAdagrad, FedYogi, and FedAdam [69].

To address system heterogeneity, FedProx [45] was proposed as a generalization and reparameterization of FedAvg. It is another widely employed algorithm. It consists of an additional proximal term that enhances system stability by reducing the deviation of the averaged model from global optima.

Using the SCAFFOLD algorithm [33] that employs the variance reduction technique, the drift in each client’s updates, which causes slow and unstable convergence, can be corrected.
FedNova [93] is a method of normalized averaging that eliminates objective inconsistency while maintaining rapid error convergence. FedProx and SCAFFOLD improve the training phase of FedAvg, whereas FedNova improves the aggregation phase. Before averaging, it considers the heterogeneous local updates of each client and normalizes the local models accordingly. QFedAvg [43] promotes fairness by encouraging fairer accuracy distributions across devices in FL.

2.1.4 FL Concepts and Challenges

We highlight the three main concepts in FL and their pertaining challenges [5] that are widely seen throughout the research work.

**Statistical Heterogeneity:** Devices frequently generate and collect data that is not uniformly distributed throughout the network. The number of data points collected by devices can vary substantially. Furthermore, the underlying data structure for each client may be very different from one another. In addition, the feature space may change, resulting in a different set of data for different users. This data type contradicts the existing concept of Independent and Identically Distributed (IID) assumptions, resulting in non-IID data [103, 12]. This lack of IID increases the likelihood of system laggards. During model aggregation, severe weight divergence caused by device heterogeneity data can also be detrimental [96].

Several classifications, including attribute, label, temporal, and quantity skewness [103], are used to categorize non-IID data. Numerous studies have been performed to improve the stability of models for such data [101, 45]. In the following chapters, we discuss these categories of non-IID mathematically for the data employed in this study.

**System heterogeneity:** In federated networks, each device’s storage, computation, and communication capacities may vary due to variances in hardware, such as CPU, RAM availability, network access, and power. Each device may be unstable, and it is prevalent for an active device to cease functioning at a particular iteration due to connectivity or energy constraints. In addition, the network size and system-related limitations on each device frequently result in just a tiny proportion of devices being active concurrently, for instance, hundreds of active devices in a network of one million. It is necessary to configure clients in FL effectively.

It is crucial to modify the system architecture for asynchronous learning, enabling users to contribute their device resources and local data to train a shared machine learning (ML) model [56]. The added benefit of joining and leaving the system at any moment without interrupting the learning process should be considered while adapting to such a fault-tolerant system. The following chapters will discuss the management of system resources and fault tolerance.

**Privacy-preserving mechanisms:** Even though FL handles privacy by storing data on each client’s device, the privacy issue remains pervasive. Numerous attacks have been against machine learning models that might deduce the raw data by accessing the model. Instead of storing or transmitting the raw data to the server, FL sends the trained weights or gradient computations. Although local data are not accessible in FL, the transferred model parameters may disclose critical information. In scenarios, various privacy techniques, such as Differential Privacy (DP) [15] and k-anonymity [87], to name a few, offer varying privacy guarantees. We discuss one such privacy-preserving technique, DP using the Opacus [98] library later in the upcoming sections.
2.1.5 Differential Privacy

After each round of training, preserving the privacy of the local client’s model updates from various attacks is one of the primary core issues in FL. Often, client models can remember individual data patterns, particularly in neural networks. If these model updates are attacked as they are transmitted to the server, deducing the specific client data used to train the model is very plausible [19]. In such cases, it is vital to protect further the privacy of model updates sent to the central server for global model aggregation. We, therefore, introduce the concept of Differential Privacy (DP) [15, 16].

DP has recently received attention since it provides a clear and well-defined mathematical underpinning for privacy. DP algorithms mainly rely on noise injection to prevent an attacker from ascribing the data properties of the clients. The disclosure of sensitive data from the client models can be restricted by employing the various statistical and probabilistic protection techniques available in DP. DP is typically perceived as a randomization technique.

Definition of DP

The definition for DP is as follows [17, 1]. Given two adjacent datasets $d$ and $d'$, where $d'$ can be formed from $d$ by adding or removing all the samples belonging to a single user; a randomized mechanism $M : D \rightarrow R$ with domain $D$ and range $R$ satisfies $(\epsilon, \delta)$-differential privacy if for any two adjacent inputs $d, d' \in D$ and for any subset of outputs $S \subseteq R$ it holds that,

$$(2.1) \quad Pr[M(d) \in S] \leq e^{\epsilon} Pr[M(d') \in S] + \delta$$

The two critical parameters, $\epsilon$ and $\delta$, must be considered while preserving the DP guarantee. Delta ($\delta$) determines the likelihood that the given privacy assurance may not stand. It determines the risk of sensitive data that will be disclosed inadvertently. As a general rule, it should be less than the inverse of the size of the training data set. Epsilon ($\epsilon$) evaluates the reliability of our privacy assurance. Typically, we desire a small value of epsilon close to zero. However, this is merely the upper limit, and a large epsilon value could still imply ideal privacy in practice in certain use cases.

We can inject noise into the system by utilizing the noise multiplier sigma. The model updates from each client are then wrapped in an additional layer of noise, as seen in Figure 2.3. Ultimately, the FL procedure proceeds and the server aggregates the final model.

We have two main parameters to be considered to design a DP model. One is the gradient norm clipping (C), which ensures a single client’s effect on the overall average is bounded to a maximum gradient norm of C. It is a technique for calculating the influence of a client gradient clipping on the overall average (C depends on many factors determined by the model and data). The next is the gaussian noising, which introduces the element of randomness needed by adding $N(0, \sigma^2)$ to a model’s parameters ($\sigma$ is referred to as the noise multiplier).
2.2 LSTM for Time-series Data

Long short-term memory (LSTM) [27, 9], a type of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), is commonly employed in deep learning applications. A standard LSTM unit consists of a cell, input gate, output gate, and forget gate. The cell retains values over arbitrary periods, and the three gates regulate data flow into and out of the cell. LSTM, unlike traditional feedforward neural networks, has feedback connections. Thus, it can analyze both single data points and entire data sequences. Therefore, such neural networks are advantageous in situations involving instantaneous data.

Figure 2.4: Structure of the LSTM cell and equations that describe the gates of an LSTM cell [92]

Figure 2.4 depicts the equations that characterize the behavior of all gates in the LSTM cell [92]. W is the recurrent link between the previous hidden layer and the present hidden layer. Connecting the inputs to the hidden layer is the weight matrix U. Ĉ is a potential hidden state derived from the
current input calculations with that of the previous hidden state. C represents the unit’s internal memory, the combination of the previous memory multiplied by the forget gate and the freshly computed hidden state and multiplied by the input gate.

### 2.3 MLOps Framework for Experiment Tracking in FL

Machine Learning Operations (MLOps) provides the technical basis for ML product lifecycle management. With the help of MLOps, businesses can address many challenges they face by providing user-friendly AI and focusing on critical parameters like automation, scalability, integration, and deployment. Weights and Biases (W&B) is a developer-centric MLOps platform that enables data scientists and ML engineers to create better models and provides experiment tracking, dataset versioning, and model management [6]. To keep track of ML projects and ensure no data loss in the model creation process, W&B serves as the central repository for all relevant data and computation history. Few lines of code are required to accomplish this, signifying its ease of implementation. Additionally, it is ML-framework and cloud platform independent.

W&B’s high adaptability, speed, and user-friendliness make it an integral part of the cutting-edge, high-volume research process. It comprises lightweight and interoperable tools. W&B works together on machine-learning projects, maintains an experiment log, and controls different versions of datasets in order to create the most efficient machine-learning pipeline. Findings from individual projects can be monitored and shared with thousands of workers. Further, the in-house roll-out of the ML systems facilitates excellent teamwork.

The key robust attributes of W&B can be summarized as follows,

1. **Rapid Integration and collaboration with the user code**
   Monitoring, contrasting, and visualizing ML trials requires only a few lines of code. It provides a platform for open-source and shareable projects.

2. **Seamless visualization with the interactive dashboard**
   Streaming real-time metrics, terminal logs, and system stats to a centralized dashboard are possible by adding W&B’s lightweight integration to the existing ML code. Wanda’s multifaceted visualizations make it an interactive and engaging experience for the user.

3. **Real-time results demonstration**
   Typical ML projects involve multiple iterations. Change management is a crucial factor that one should monitor in real-time in such circumstances. In addition, real-time project tracking aids in demonstrating how the model functions, the outcomes of improved versions, the existence of bugs, and the upcoming milestones. Using W&B, we can accomplish all of these.
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This chapter provides a summary of the literature review conducted for the thesis. Section 3.1 discusses the prior work accomplished in FL in the automotive industry. We use these research works to explain and generate ideas for our FL system development. Using such literature, we discover that the automotive sector requires FL. Section 3.2 explores the various accessible FL frameworks and their merits and limitations to the best of our knowledge. We finally explore the benefits of adopting the chosen FL framework for a production-grade environment and investigate its primary architectural design and components in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 covers the relevant works envisaged for the traffic and mobility simulator. These works help us comprehend the necessity of such simulators for fundamental developmental reasons. Finally, we provide an overview of the insights garnered from these literary works as motivation for the current thesis.

3.1 FL in Automotive Use Cases

The following research discusses the different FL contributions in the field of the automotive industry,

- In this work, [49], an important research contribution that further serves as an inspiration for one of the use cases outlined for the thesis, is discussed. The Fed-BEV framework is a first-of-its-kind framework for the energy modeling of Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV)s using FL approaches. Specifically, a group of BEVs participating in the Fed-BEV framework can collaborate to improve their energy consumption model in a simulation environment by learning from one another. The experimental results indicate that the FedAvg system can successfully improve the prediction capabilities of local models through asynchronous iterations. In addition, a comparative analysis of the usefulness of the suggested framework for accurate energy modeling of BEVs is offered.

- The authors here [79] discuss another vital research contribution in line with one of the use cases defined for the thesis work. The research proposes a novel economic-efficiency framework for EV networks to maximize gains for CSs. Here, a decentralized, federated energy learning (DFEL) approach and clustering are employed for the energy demand prediction of the CSs in Dundee city, the United Kingdom. The implemented approach improves the accuracy with which individual CSs can predict energy demands while significantly lowering communication overhead. The results show that the implemented algorithm can improve energy demand prediction accuracy by up to 24.63 percent compared with other machine learning algorithms.

- In this work, [65], the authors envision a novel approach, Federated Vehicular Network (FVN), as a solution to the issues that arise in uncoordinated mobile/edge nodes. FVN tackles limited storage, computing capabilities, communication bandwidth, and efficiency
loss. Further, FVN aims at the detailed analysis of the routing and caching algorithms that are of predominant use in FL. Further, in this work [99], the authors focus on an industrial, automotive use case. The asynchronous FL improves the prediction performance of local edge models while maintaining the same accuracy as centralized machine learning. The research paper [88] discusses the active research problem, such as resource management and performance optimization in vehicular networks. In another work, [18], the authors examine the various driving applications, such as entertainment and route planning. Several learnings, including data labeling at the edge, model training, communications issues, understanding data rate, transmission overhead, privacy, scheduling, and resource management, are explored in length in this article.

- The research article, [52], presents a comparative analysis of steering angle prediction using a vision-based dataset for both a centralized and a federated machine learning (ML) model for V2X-communicating linked vehicles. The results demonstrate that the suggested FL method achieves the same level of performance as conventional ML with a shorter training time. Using the FL method, it is possible to calculate the other factors influencing the steering angle, such as the brake and throttle settings. The research also indicates that the FL approach can provide a superior alternative to the centralized ML approach on the communication channel by providing a 250-times lighter load under ideal channel conditions and a 62-times lighter load with channel errors, thus consuming less bandwidth.

- The approach presented here proposes an FL method for identifying a bearing fault diagnosis in a specific industrial context [10]. Utilizing the dynamic weighted federated averaging technique protects the confidentiality of user data. The results also reveal that the proposed learning scheme has a greater average diagnosis accuracy than centralized ML learning, suggesting that the former has more potential in practical, industrial settings. Similarly, another work [97] uses transfer learning and federated averaging on shared layers in FL to combine multiple models for the same use case. This is a potential example of federated transfer learning in the automotive industry.

### 3.2 Open-Source Frameworks for FL

The prevalence of FL’s use in AI has prompted the development of several frameworks to accommodate the growing number of possible implementations. Several real-time applications utilize these privacy-protecting frameworks to build a data privacy-protected environment. Multiple criteria, including scalability, flexible and generic software track, supporting agnostic frameworks, communication protocols, support for heterogeneous systems, expandable to production-grade environments, and support for privacy functions, are necessary for forming such frameworks. It is vital to comprehend the benefits and drawbacks of such frameworks to utilize them in future applications. Here, we examine the benefits and drawbacks of several different software frameworks, compare them, and highlight their most significant flaws. Figure 3.1 describes the comparison of the below-explained FL frameworks.
1. **TensorFlow Federated (TFF):** TFF is an open-source framework for machine learning and other computations on decentralized data designed to encourage open research and experimentation with FL [89]. Federated Learning (FL) API and Federated Core (FC) API are the two primary interface levels of the TFF. Under the hood, Tensorflow libraries are used to deploy the federated environment.

Although TFF fuses effortlessly with existing Tensorflow models and datasets and experimentally with JAX, it is not an ML- and language-independent framework for many other libraries. Therefore, it lacks portability and scalability. Currently, execution is only possible via a local simulation (e.g., using Google Colaboratory notebook with simulated decentralized data), so FL's decentralized architecture is not supported. In addition, the lack of DP mechanisms hinders the ability to implement novel privacy-preserving methods [71].

2. **PySyft:** PySyft [104, 66] is a Python library for secure and private deep learning. It accomplishes this by decoupling private data from model training using the concepts of FL protected with various privacy-enhancing methods and encrypted computation (such as Multi-Party Computation (MPC) and Homomorphic Encryption (HE)). It is compatible with frameworks for deep learning, such as PyTorch, TensorFlow, and Keras. It is a component of the OpenMined ecosystem.

Due to its low-level implementation and the disadvantages listed below, this framework is complicated and requires extensive expertise in this field to create an FL model effectively. PySyft can only communicate over the network by connecting to clients that contain data and function as servers, limiting its scalability [2]. It does not support datasets by default, making it challenging to test simple instances. There are no model aggregation operators implemented [71].

3. **FedScale:** FedScale [38, 39] provides high-level APIs for deploying and evaluating FL algorithms at scale across various hardware and software backends. It aids in FL tasks on applications such as image classification, object detection, language modeling, and speech recognition. In addition, it provides datasets to simulate FL training scenarios accurately. It currently provides support only for Pytorch and Tensorflow.

FedScale’s lack of actual deployment of the supported multi-machine simulation reduces the system’s scalability. Although it can simulate users on numerous machines, scaling is limited to 100 clients concurrently. Its Python-based simulations make them inaccessible for edge devices that may require language-independent behavior.

4. **LEAF:** LEAF is a framework for benchmarking learning in federated environments, with applications including FL, multi-task learning, meta-learning, and on-device learning [8]. This approach is primarily concerned with evaluating FL settings. It contains specific fundamental FL processes, like the federated averaging aggregator, and its modular design is adaptable to any current framework. Moreover, it comes pre-loaded with some well-studied datasets.

LEAF is limited to single-machine simulations written in Python. It does not establish a standard for preserving privacy in an FL environment, which is an essential factor to consider for FL. In addition, it has less official documentation and tutorials than the other frameworks covered in this area.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TFF</th>
<th>Syft</th>
<th>FedScale</th>
<th>LEAF</th>
<th>Flower</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single-node simulation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-node execution</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalability</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneous clients</td>
<td>(√)</td>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML framework-agnostic</td>
<td>****</td>
<td>****</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication-agnostic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language-agnostic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baselines</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Labels: * Planned / ** Only simulated
*** Only Python-based / **** Only PyTorch and/or TF/Keras

Figure 3.1: Comparison of different FL frameworks [2]

In recent years, numerous more emerging frameworks in FL have gained the attention of researchers. Such frameworks include, among others, FedML, FLUTE, Nvidia Flare, and Flower. FLUTE’s [13] multi-GPU support and performance enhancements are substantial. However, it is not framework-independent and cannot easily be adapted to a production environment. FedML [25], on the other hand, is production-friendly, although FLUTE is 42x faster and uses 3x less memory than FedML. NVIDIA FLARE™ (NVIDIA Federated Learning Application Runtime Environment) is a reasonably new, open-source, extendable, and domain-agnostic SDK for FL [74]. Consequently, frameworks are evolving in the field of FL, and framework selection is a possible research challenge that can be approached as a separate research topic.

We have chosen the Flower [2, 4, 3] FL framework for the proposed thesis study because of its superior extensibility in a production environment [32, 13]. The adaptable and user-friendly software stack facilitates the ability to adapt our specific use cases. In the following sections, we explore the benefits of selecting this framework and its fundamental architectural components as our planned one.

3.3 Overview of Flower Framework

Flower is an open-source, scalable, production-friendly, end-to-end FL framework for establishing FL-based client-server communication [2]. It finds applications in various fields, including medical, automotive, production-ready, mobile, and wireless clients. Flower’s steadfast software stack and higher abstraction level enable researchers to develop new applications quickly.

Flower provides built-in tools for simulating many challenging conditions in a cloud environment and enables a realistic evaluation of their impact. It is also possible to seamlessly transform the existing centralized training pipeline into a federation environment achieving privacy goals. Due to Flower’s high scalability, it can accommodate thousands of users. It supports single-machine core simulation or across a distributed cloud server network, providing more straightforward simulation options. It supports realistic system conditions by allowing training and evaluation on edge devices and single and multi-node clusters. Additionally, it supports the distribution of heterogeneous data,
paving the way for scalable algorithmic research into real-world system conditions like constrained computational resources, which are typical for FL workloads. It is a stable framework where we can implement language and ML framework-agnostic algorithms, thus addressing different challenges in FL. The source code for Flower is available in the GitHub repository [20].

Flower attempts to tackle the shortcomings of the various frameworks in the preceding section. It offers a simulation environment, is independent of ML frameworks and programming languages, and supports secure aggregation [40] to ensure that the server cannot inspect individual trained models during aggregation and the implementation of new differential private algorithms, to name a few. It also supports on-device FL training [54] for various smartphones and devices. It is also scalable, and additional tools may be constructed on top of Flower; for instance, the resource-aware simulation client profiling tool in this study is named Protea [100].

The fundamental primitive contributions from the Flower framework support both the system-level as well as algorithmic approaches as listed below,

- **Scalability to large-cohort training and evaluation of clients:**
  It supports the large-scale training and evaluation of clients on real-time edge devices and on single-node or multi-node compute clusters. Thus this enables scalable pool-size of clients for researchers to better understand and propose design concepts for FL. Further, it unveils the complexities of resource allocations in computation-intensive tasks. Flower supports client scaling up to 15 million [4].

- **Agnostic Framework:**
  Providing an agnostic framework scales multiple technologies’ adoption and implementation. Flower framework provides the following agnostic features.

  - **Client agnostic:**
    Most of the data from real-world scenarios involve non-identical heterogeneous environments. Such heterogeneous experiments can be easily deployed on Flower, thus adapting to a more versatile data environment.

  - **ML framework and language agnostic:**
    The heterogeneous environment of the client naturally leads to the adoption of different ML frameworks and workloads. Examples range from situations where clients use two different training frameworks (PyTorch and TensorFlow) to more complex situations where clients have a device- and OS-specific training algorithms.

  - **Communication-agnostic:**
    Given the heterogeneous connectivity settings, Flower allows different serialization and communication approaches.

  - **Privacy-agnostic:**
    Different FL settings have different privacy requirements, like secure aggregation and differential privacy. It supports these common approaches while not being rigid about their usage.

- **Flexibility:**
  Flower provides a smooth transition between virtual testing and real-world implementation. It is flexible to enable experimental research by providing numerous design aspects and FL
algorithm support. It can be easily adapted to new methods with minimal overheads. Flower offers both single-node and multi-node simulation support, with simulations as a genesis for innovations.

Core Architecture Design

Setting up an FL environment requires configuring workloads on both the client (local) and server (global) sides. Each client has its dataset, model, set of hyper-parameters, training, and evaluation methods, which may or may not be the same for all clients in FL. Each client’s local computation is tailored to their specific needs. The individual local training pipeline of each client handles their client-specific modifications. The server-side global computation orchestrates the entire learning procedure and client-server communication. It is oblivious to the information stored on the client side. Additionally, clients are unaware of one another’s data. The server’s primary function is to implement a Strategy to exercise and coordinate the training and evaluation phase in FL.

![Flower Architecture - Edge Client Engine and Virtual Client Engine](image)

The core architecture of the Flower framework is depicted in Figure 3.2. The key elements include the training pipeline of the edge client or virtual client, the RPC server for the edge client, the client manager, and Strategy. The framework allows simulation and real-time testing for virtual and edge clients. The edge clients represent real edge devices and communicate over RPC with the server. On the other hand, virtual clients are used for simulation purposes. An instance of the class is
created for the virtual clients only when they are selected during the FL process. Virtual clients consume nearly zero resources when not participating in the FL process. We only consider the operation of the virtual clients for the use cases described in the upcoming sections. Virtual clients represent the EVs and CSs in our study.

**VCE**

Virtual Client Engine (VCE) is a tool that facilitates the virtualization of Flower clients in order to maximize hardware utilization. Clients will be scheduled, instantiated, and run by the VCE in a completely invisible manner to both the user and the Flower Server. During the FL iterations, the VCE manages the resources the clients require in a resource-aware manner, including the number of CPUs, GPUs, and VRAM requirements.

VCE achieves the objectives listed below:

- Process and task parallelization for a large client base
- Avoiding over and under-utilization of the memory resources
- Offering an interoperable and portable platform for FL experiments across configurations without the need for reconfiguration
- Minimal overheads
- Large-scale cohort simulation

**Server Components**

The server-side design mainly entails the following components:

1. **User-customizable Strategy**
   Flower enables user scenario-specific customization by providing an interface called Strategy Abstraction. We can customize an existing strategy with callback functions. By deriving from the base class implementation in Flower, we can implement user-defined custom strategies. Several built-in strategies are provided in the core framework. Strategies here regulate the order of actions, namely client selection, algorithm implementation, client configuration, and result aggregation for training and evaluation.

2. **FL loop**
   The server’s very architecture relies on the FL loop. The FL loop orchestrates server-client communication utilizing the Strategy implementation. It acts as a bridge between the ClientManager and the Strategy. It does this by sending configuration parameters to the clients, getting updates (or failures) from them, and letting the Strategy handle aggregating the obtained results. Since FL is an iterative approach, the FL loop requests the Strategy to set up the clients for the subsequent iterations.
3. **ClientManager (Client selection and management)**

The management of the client pool is an integral part of the architectural design. The server handles this through the ClientManager component. The ClientManager manages a collection of ClientProxy objects created for each client participating in the FL process. ClientProxy is only created for clients connected to the server during training or evaluation. They are in charge of transmitting and receiving Flower Protocol messages to and from the actual client.

### 3.4 Usage of the SUMO Simulator

Gathering EV-driving data can be a strenuous process that involves concerns about client privacy and a need for more interest among clients in sharing their data. In such scenarios, a meager amount of data accumulation affects the development and evaluation of AI algorithms for automotive use cases. Simulators contribute significantly to the data needed to develop the initial EV-AI evaluation use cases by simulating the various characteristics present in real-world systems and providing an abstraction for diverse architectures [26].

Eclipse’ Simulation of Urban MOBility (SUMO) is an open-source, highly portable, microscopic, and continuous traffic simulation package developed by the Institute of Transportation Systems at the German Aerospace Center [51, 94, 21]. The simulator can handle large complex networks allowing inter-modal simulation. It features flexible tools across multiple traffic and mobility design generations. Many fields, including traffic engineering, mobility simulation, and transportation management, have found a use for this well-validated simulator. Features included here, like electric vehicle mobility patterns, speed limit distribution, lane change rules, and car following models, make the simulation as close to reality as possible. In addition, SUMO can help us calculate the potential energy consumption of EVs and the charging infrastructure.

SUMO is acknowledged as one of the most advantageous traffic and mobility simulation software. SUMO’s diverse toolbox enables us to create a variety of real-time traffic simulation scenarios. Further, it is possible to adapt and map the attributes from such simulation tools to real-time data assembling to get near-probable results. The following studies employ SUMO as their primary simulator for designing such use cases.

- The authors in this work [53] extend the SUMO 2D vehicular simulation into a 3D simulation mode, with components affecting EV performance, such as terrain slope, directly influencing the pace at which the battery discharges over time. The improved model will help investigate more energy-efficient route selection for EVs in 3D environments. The simulation design used to implement the improved model helps us understand the possibility of adapting the simulation steps according to the user’s needs. Thus the modifications outlined in the paper for the enhanced large-scale electric transportation SUMO framework indicate that it is flexible enough to accommodate new configuration models for EVs.

- In this work [22], the authors have presented one of SUMO’s large-scale and high-accuracy traffic simulation scenarios that are openly available [80]. The scenario accurately models the traffic flow, speed, and road occupancy for nine days over a 97 km freeway between Alicante and Murcia in Spain. It is a valuable testbed for Vehicle to Everything (V2X), Connected and Autonomous Vehicles (CAVs), and Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) research and
engineering. The design concepts presented here assist us in comprehending the calibration approaches and diverse toolkits available within SUMO that contributed to the dataset’s creation.

- The authors in this work [91] evaluate the impact of manual driving and dynamic-flexible platooning on battery energy consumption using the SUMO EV energy model. This work also reveals the effect of speed and acceleration on battery energy consumption.
- In this work [90], the authors describe the design setup for simulating a BEV in the SUMO simulator on a simulation basis. In addition, the accuracy of the energy estimation model for the battery SOC in SUMO is compared to real-world experimentation by driving a BEV between St. Pölten and Linz in Austria.

The increasing prevalence of EVs on the road necessitates resilient, scalable service solutions that can adapt to new circumstances. However, the lack of comprehensive and adaptable real-world EV data sets remains a barrier to the widespread adoption use case evaluations on EVs. The SUMO literature review above shows that it is a highly scalable traffic simulator with many features to model the required traffic scenarios. We can thus improve adaptability, efficiency, and visibility by setting up many test beds for various ecosystems using the SUMO simulator.

### 3.5 Derived Insights

From the preceding, it is clear that the employment of FL in the automotive industry ushers in a revolutionary change in how user privacy is handled. We also recognize its expertise in a variety of use scenarios. We also observe that its performance is comparable to conventional machine learning techniques. In addition, numerous frameworks are available for implementing FL, of which we choose one that satisfies all the essential aspects of our use cases. Finally, we acknowledge the significance of employing simulators in related works to construct a realistic environment in the face of limited data.

Driven by the preceding observations, we focus primarily on the three contributions required to answer the Section’s research questions.

- Formulation of automotive use-cases
- Developing a realistic simulation test bed with the SUMO simulator to simulate EVs and CSs
- Leveraging and modifying the Flower framework to accommodate the use cases
4 Methodology

This chapter outlines the two use cases highly prevalent in the EV automotive industry to address energy consumption and power demand. The methodology proposed explains the design establishment of an FL environment to address the two discussed use cases. The chapter is further organized into the following sections.

4.1 Proposed Use Cases
Use-case (a) and Use-case (b) are defined here.

4.2 Data Generation
Here the simulator environment and tools responsible for the EV and CS data acquisition is discussed. The mathematical notations of the simulator’s energy model are further elaborated. Finally, the entire simulation setup used for the work is discussed in detail.

4.3 FL Settings
We discuss adopting the Flower FL framework for establishing client-server communication for the use cases. The different algorithms and strategies used as a backdrop in the design concept to realize the two use cases are detailed here.

4.4 Weights and Biases
The developer-friendly MLOps platform integrated with the proposed FL system for experiment tracking is explained here.

4.5 Employed Evaluation Metrics
The important regression metrics that are used for benchmarking the prediction and forecasting results for the battery-capacity of the EV and energy demand for the CS are outlined mathematically here.

4.1 Proposed Use Cases

In this work, we propose two scenarios for applying FL in an automotive setting, each of which sheds light on the computing paradigm’s utility and operation. We use SUMO [26] for EV and CS model simulation and data acquisition. We use Flower federated framework [2] to set up the FL environment. The upcoming sections will discuss the simulator and framework in detail.
4.1 Proposed Use Cases

4.1.1 Use-case (a): Actual battery capacity prediction for EVs

The various SUMO simulator tools and SUMO’s existing energy model are utilized for modeling and simulating EV mobility. The region, types of EVs used, and the characteristics of the individual EVs determine the nature of the generated data. The EV’s battery capacity during mobility is recorded during the simulation. We build the FL system with the available instantaneous data for each EV.

The central server gathers model updates from all participating EV clients. After aggregating the local updates, the server returns a global model to the evaluation clients. The training and evaluation of the configured clients occur with a federated backdrop strategy using Flower’s design concept. The various parameters, such as the local client’s model, FL hyper-parameters, client selection strategy, and assessing model performance, are other vital aspects examined in the FL setting. Thus, FL protects data privacy by utilizing federated-iterative communication between the server and clients to train models on private EV client data. Every client receiving the updates further determines its battery capacity by deploying the new global model updates. The training continues until a convergence rate is met. Additionally, we provide end-to-end privacy guarantees for each client using the differential privacy concept here (i.e., each EV client has a DP model).

Figure 4.1 illustrates the overview of this use case.

![Figure 4.1: Use-case (a): Actual battery capacity prediction for EVs](image)

4.1.2 Use-case (b): Energy-demand forecasting for CSs

To assess the energy usage of CSs, we install them in multiple locations using the SUMO simulator’s netedit tool. Furthermore, the energy consumption of CSs is monitored when EVs use them. Such CSs train their data locally and send the model updates to the central server. The global model updates are then transmitted to the requested CSs, and the CSs analyze their respective energy demand for their test or unseen data. In this use case, we also deal with defective clients to
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demonstrate and design a fault-tolerant system. When a CS chosen for training or evaluation has insufficient data samples to be trained, we drop such clients from the process. Further, a notification is sent to these clients. Figure 4.2 illustrates the overview of this use case.

![Use-case (b) - Energy-demand forecasting for CSs](image)

**Figure 4.2:** Use-case (b) - Energy-demand forecasting for CSs

### 4.2 Data Acquisition and Modeling

The mobility of the EVs affects the CSs when the EVs use them, leading to an inter-linking traffic and energy demand simulation model. As discussed previously, we set up a simulation test bench to address the data acquisition issues using SUMO, a microscopic traffic simulator. The factors impacting battery capacity throughout various driving cycles can be analyzed using SUMO.

The overall energy model for EVs comprises the subsystems depicted in Figure 4.3. SUMO’s EV energy model is a straightforward representation of the runtime EV energy consumption calculations based on the mechanical subsystem. During modeling the mechanical subsystem, the force applied to the wheels during the movement of an EV is reflected. Here, the EV energy consumption is modeled with the vehicle dynamics equation, primarily dependent on speed, acceleration, rolling resistance, aerodynamic drag, and road slope forces. Here, the mechanical subsystem is considered the most influential aspect of the EV energy consumption model [75, 76].

SUMO streamlines the electrical subsystem by adding a constant efficiency propulsion parameter that the EV constructor supplies. This parameter represents the additional electric loss that arises from the battery and dissipates as the car accelerates. The auxiliary energy losses are represented by a constant power provided by the vehicle manufacturer. In the proposed model, the recuperation part of energy consumption is represented as a constant regenerative braking efficiency factor provided by the vehicle manufacturer.
4.2 EV Energy Model in SUMO - A Mathematical Representation

SUMO is one of the simulators that employ backward-facing energy models [7] to calculate a vehicle’s energy consumption. As T. Kurczveil et al. [37, 77] proposed, the energy model in SUMO can provide instantaneous energy consumption estimates with only a handful of vehicle-specific characteristics. They maintain computational efficiency by deriving the consumed energy using simple equations that relate the current speed to the energy supply.

We outline the consumption model that we used to simulate the energy consumption of EVs. The SUMO traffic simulator’s model, suggested by Kurczveil et al., serves as the model’s mathematical foundation. It is necessary to ascertain each vehicle’s energy to estimate energy consumption. This can be calculated by adding the kinetic, potential, and rotational energies and deducting the energy the vehicle’s parts expended. The following equation 4.1 demonstrates how the model gauges a vehicle’s energy at a given instant k:

\[ E_{veh}[k] = E_{kin}[k] + E_{pot}[k] + E_{rot}[k] = \frac{m}{2} \cdot \dot{v}^2[k] + mg h[k] + J_{int}/2 \cdot \dot{v}^2[k] \]

where m is the vehicle’s mass, \( \dot{v}[k] \) is the time variant speed, g is the gravity acceleration, h is the time variant vehicle altitude, and \( J_{int} \) represents the moment of inertia of internal rotating elements.

After determining the energy of the vehicle, we calculate the energy spent or restored between instants k and k+1, including the energy loss as in equation 4.2:

\[ \Delta E_{gain}[k + 1] = E_{veh}[k] - E_{veh}[k + 1] + \Delta E_{loss}[k] \]
To determine the total energy loss, we add up the energy lost due to air resistance, ground resistance, curve resistance, and the continuous energy consumed by each vehicle.

\[ E_{loss}[k] = E_{air}[k] + E_{roll}[k] + E_{curve}[k] + E_{const}[k] \]  

Calculating the various parameters of the equation 4.3 is as follows:

\[ \Delta E_{air}[k] = \frac{1}{2} \rho_{air} \cdot FSA_{veh} \cdot C_d \cdot v^2[k] \cdot |\Delta s[k]| \]
\[ \Delta E_{roll}[k] = c_{roll} \cdot m \cdot g \cdot |\Delta s[k]| \]
\[ \Delta E_{curve}[k] = c_{rad} \frac{mv^2[k]}{r[k]} \cdot |\Delta s[k]| \]
\[ \Delta E_{const}[k] = P_{const} \cdot \Delta t \]  

where \( \rho_{air} \) is the air density in the simulated scenario, \( FSA_{veh} \) is the front surface area of the chosen EV, \( C_d \) represents the vehicle air drag coefficient, \( s[k] \) is the distance covered by each EV, \( c_{roll} \) refers to the rolling resistance coefficient, \( c_{rad} \) is the radial drag coefficient, and \( P_{const} \) is the constant power intake.

If the change in vehicle energy between instants \( k \) and \( k+1 \) is positive or negative, it is multiplied by a propulsion or recovery factor based on how the batteries charge or discharge. We calculate the level of the vehicle’s battery at instant \( k + 1 \) using the equation 4.5 and 4.6.

\[ E_{bat}[k + 1] = E_{bat}[k] - \Delta E_{gain}[k] \cdot n_{prop} \text{if } \Delta E_{bat} < 1 \]
\[ E_{bat}[k + 1] = E_{bat}[k] - \Delta E_{gain}[k] \cdot n_{recov} \text{if } \Delta E_{bat} > 1 \]

where, \( n_{prop} \) refers to the propulsion factor, and \( n_{recov} \) refers to the constant recovery factor.

Depending on its sign, \( \Delta E_{gain}[k] \) represents the amount of energy consumed or regained by the vehicle as a result of its motion.

### 4.2.2 Traffic and Mobility Simulation in SUMO

#### Electric Vehicles

The electric vehicle is implemented as a device in the SUMO package. The added device encapsulates the functionality for vehicle types known as vType [84]. The implemented device computes the electric power consumption at every time step. Further, it also checks the vehicle driving state’s validity to detect operating points beyond the limits of the motor. Figure 4.4 outlines the simulation setup used here.

The simulation in SUMO comprises the utilization of the following toolset. The tools manifest several pre-processing techniques to construct a feasible network for the EV mobility simulation.
1. **OpenStreetMap**

OpenStreetMap (OSM) is a collaborative effort to build a free, editable global geographic database [62]. As a part of the traffic simulator, we use OpenStreetMap to acquire regional geographic data from a marked area of interest. The resulting file is in the .osm format. Figure 4.5 illustrates a sample map extracted from OpenStreetMap.

2. **netconvert**

A command line utility tool, netconvert from the SUMO simulator, imports the map data from the osm file and converts it into a SUMO-readable network XML file (net.XML) [59]. Figure 4.6 illustrates the corresponding netconvert converted map for the .osm file in Figure 4.5.

---

**Figure 4.4:** SUMO Set-up - Traffic and mobility simulation.

The different CLI tools in the SUMO simulator are used to generate the required output.

**Table 4.1: Simulation Tool Versioning**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulator</td>
<td>Eclipse SUMO 1.14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netedit</td>
<td>Netedit 1.14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Generator</td>
<td>OpenStreetMap</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
3. Additional files
The next step is to configure the characteristics of the EVs. For this purpose, we use an additional XML file (add.XML). The input attributes considered for these vehicles to obtain the battery capacity are vehicle speed, acceleration, and battery capacity. We specify the maxSpeed, maxAcceleration, and maxbatteryCapacity in the additional file for each used EV. The –trip attributes are used to pass the vehicle type from the additional XML file. SUMO identifies distinct EV features in the GitHub repository [21] utilized in the subsequent study [35]. We utilize similar attributes for the setup of the simulation later.

4. speedDev, speedFactor
To further utilize the maxSpeed during the EV mobility, we assign a speedFactor to individual vType. The product of the road speed limit and speedFactor results in the speed with which the EV commutes in a given area. When the speedFactor is greater than 1, the EVs travel with a speed more significant than the edge speed. Setting the speed distribution using speedDev overrides the constant speed, thus resulting in a diverse profile of speed and acceleration values. This mode is mainly used to simulate heterogeneous mobility patterns.

5. randomTrips.py
The randomTrips python utility script renders a set of random trips for a given network [86]. The generation of trips between the source and destination points follows as per the details specified by the user. We store such generated trips in the trips.XML file. Using the start, end time along with the period specified during the simulation, we can determine the number of vehicles in the current simulation setup using the formula below,

\[
EV_{total} = \frac{e - b}{p}
\]

where e - end time for the simulation in seconds
b - start time for the simulation in seconds
p - period of occurrence of the EVs

6. duarouter
The duarouter from SUMO computes the shortest or optimal path in the specified network [85]. The routes between the start and the endpoints are stored in the rou.xml file.
Figure 4.7 illustrates the EVs’ mobility in different lanes in the SUMO simulator. They follow a car following model in SUMO and obey the necessary traffic conditions (tls).

![Figure 4.7: EVs during the simulation in SUMO](image)

**Charging Stations**

**netedit**

netedit is a graphical editor for networks [60]. We import the net.XML map from the netconvert utility above using the netedit tool to install CSs. It may be used to build networks from scratch and adjust all features of existing ones.

We can charge the battery-powered vehicles using the installed CSs in the locality (here, Stuttgart region) using the netedit tool. Figure 4.8 illustrates that the lane with the installed CS changes its color from blue to yellow to indicate that an EV is using this particular CS for charging.

To install a CS in a valid lane, we need to specify the following attributes [84] as in Figure 4.9, for each CS using the additional tool in netedit,

- **id**: Specify the CS ID (CSID)
- **name**: Enter the name of the CS
- **friendlyPos**: When this option is enabled, the detector will not indicate an error if the CS is placed behind the lane. Instead, the detector will be positioned 0.1 meters from the lane’s end or at 0.1 if the position is negative and more significant than the lane’s length after multiplication with -1. Setting this is particularly useful in an extensive network where an educated guess is required to install the CS. Here we enable this option during CS installation.
- **power**: We use the most common type of CS with up to 22 kilowatts of power widely used in Germany.
- **efficiency**: We set it to 0.95 as the default for the simulation.
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- **chargeInTransit**: This option enables or disables charge in transit, i.e., the vehicle is forced/not forced to stop for charging. We enable this option for the simulation here.

- **chargeDelay**: Time delay after the vehicles have reached/stopped on the charging station, before the energy transfer (charging) starts. Currently, this is assigned the default value of 0 for the simulation.

![Figure 4.8: Electric Vehicle using a CS to recharge](image)

![Figure 4.9: Attributes of a CS during its installation](image)
4.3 FL Settings

The Section 3.3 provides an overview of the core Flower federated framework architecture and its benefits. Here, we describe in depth the design adaptation of the framework to our automotive use cases.

4.3.1 Strategy - FedAvg and FaultTolerantFedAvg Algorithms

FedAvg

Federated Averaging FedAvg is a crucial and widely used algorithm in FL that was initially introduced by McMahan et al. [55]. It is an aggregation algorithm specifying how each local model parameter is aggregated at the server while maintaining privacy. It aggregates and averages the results of SGD performed locally at each client level by a central server. The central server returns this global model to each client, and this process is repeated until achieving the required convergence rate.

Algorithm 4.1 FederatedAveraging [55]. The $K$ clients are indexed by $k$; $B$ is the local minibatch size, $E$ is the number of local epochs, and $\eta$ is the learning rate.

Server executes:

initialize $w_0$

for each round $t=1, 2, \ldots$ do

$m \leftarrow \max(C.K, 1)$

$S_t \leftarrow$ (random set of $m$ clients)

for each client $k \in S_t$ in parallel do

$w_{t+1}^{k} \leftarrow \text{EV\_ClientUpdate}(k, w_t)$

$w_{t+1} \leftarrow \sum_{k=1}^{K} \frac{m_k}{n_k} \cdot w_{t+1}^{k}$

EV\_ClientUpdate($k, w$): // Run on client $k$

$B \leftarrow$ (split $P_k$ into batches size $B$)

for each local epoch $i$ from 1 to $E$ do

for batch $b \in B$ do

$w \leftarrow w - \eta \nabla l(w; b)$

return $w$ to server

We employ the Flower server configured with the FedAvg strategy with enhancements for the actual battery predictions for the EVs, as explained in Use-case (a). A generalized FedAvg algorithm is as described in Algorithm 4.1. Federated Averaging works in the following steps:

1. When the FL process begins, an EV client is selected at random. The central Flower server initializes a set of weights $w_0$. These weights are then relayed to individual EV clients.

2. As the FL round begins, using the client-picking strategy in Flower (explained in the following section), clients selected for training use SGD to train their local models using their respective client data. After the first round of training, a set of local model gradients is obtained from these clients.
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3. The previously determined local model gradients are then transmitted to the central Flower server without sending the actual client data. The server aggregates the gradients, which are then used to update the global model weights via a weighted average of the gradients.

4. Again, the client-picking strategy is used to send the global model weights to the selected evaluation clients.

5. The above process repeats until the user-specified number of FL rounds.

FaultTolerantFedAvg

FaultTolerantFedAvg is a modification to the FedAvg algorithm that handles fault tolerance in the system. FaultTolerantFedAvg completes an FL round when faulty clients are encountered. In FaultTolerantFedAvg, we specify two critical parameters,

- \texttt{min\_completion\_rate\_fit} - A fraction of clients required to generate results for each FL training round.
- \texttt{min\_completion\_rate\_evaluate} - A fraction of clients required to receive the results for each FL evaluation/testing round.

We can describe the two parameters mentioned above using CSs’ example. Suppose we sample 100 CS clients in the initial round of FL to determine the energy demand in a location. Consider that we had 20 faulty clients with insufficient or no training data. The training ceases when the system encounters errors due to inadequate client training samples. The failures are evident in the logs generated by the FL training procedure. We also view the number of successful and unsuccessful client outcomes in these logs. Based on this input, we implement the FaultTolerantFedAvg in the system. By setting \texttt{min\_completion\_rate\_fit} to 0.8, we will receive an aggregate of 80 client results and ignore the failures from the 20 faulty clients. Further, a notification is sent back to the faulty clients to resolve their issues. These parameters are implemented in a user-customizable manner to adapt them to every FL training round.

The Figure 4.10 illustrates the working of FaultTolerantFedAvg with minimum completion rate for training and evaluation.

4.3.2 Flower Methods for Strategy Implementation

The four essential methods used in the FedAvg algorithm to aggregate and send the results from and to the clients are as follows,

- \texttt{configure\_fit method}
  It is responsible for planning the next round of training. Configuring a round involves selecting clients and determining instructions to be sent to the clients for training.

- \texttt{aggregate\_fit method}
  It is responsible for aggregating the results returned by the clients selected and requested for training in configure fit.
• **configure_evaluate method**
  It is responsible for designing the upcoming evaluation round. Configuring a round involves selecting clients and determining the instructions that need to be sent to them.

• **aggregate_evaluate method**
  It is responsible for aggregating the results returned by the selected clients that configure evaluate requests to evaluate
4.3.3 Client Picking Strategy

The client selection here is based on querying the user-furnished client IDs. The user is prompted to enter the EV client IDs required for the training and evaluation process when the FL process begins. The selected training clients undergo training and send the model updates to the central server. The aggregated updates from the global model are then sent to the clients that have been chosen.

We alter the FedAvg strategy to enhance and implement the client-picking strategy for training and evaluation. For this purpose, we implemented a new class called ClientPickingStrategy. The implemented class overrides the Criterion abstract base class in Flower server. The select() method of this class selects only the specified clients, as illustrated in Figure 4.11. Thus the implemented strategy helps us decide the clients to be used for both use cases involving the EVs and CSs. The aforementioned implementation demonstrates that the Flower framework easily adapts to the user’s specifications.

![Figure 4.11: Client Picking Strategy](image)

4.3.4 Client Manager

Flower offers a resource-efficient abstract base class, ClientProxy, that enables client interactions independent of the client’s identity. It is efficient regarding resources because it is created only for clients selected for training and evaluation. Each created ClientProxy returns the individual client configurations, accounting and receiving client parameters and client results, and finally enabling communication with each client. No ClientProxy object is associated with disconnected clients.

The abstract methods in the ClientProxy class provide the following usage. Each client ID is represented as cid. The client properties are returned by the get_properties() method in Flower. The get_parameters() method returns the local model parameters currently in effect. The fit() and evaluate() methods further refine and evaluate the provided parameters using the locally held dataset.
Finally, the reconnect() method is used to disconnect or reconnect the clients. A UML diagram, as in Figure 4.12, explains the usage and connection between the ClientProxy and ClientManager abstract classes in Flower.

ClientManager is an abstract base class that provides several methods for managing clients. The num_available() method returns the number of clients available during each round of FL training and evaluation. The register() method is used to register these clients. The sample() method is then called to sample clients. It returns a list of the ClientProxies that were requested.

When a criterion is used, as described in the client-selection strategy, the sibling class SimpleClientManager is employed. It returns the number of clients, registers them, samples the client, and returns the ClientProxies, based on the criteria specified for client selection.
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4.3.5 Single-node Flower Simulation

In many situations, it may be of utmost importance to specify the required resources for a task. For instance, this could involve allocating CPUs and GPUs for computing in a machine-learning task. Ray [57] is a general-purpose, open-source cluster-computing framework that facilitates AI workloads such as simulation, training, rendering, and deployment. Ray will automatically detect the available GPUs and CPUs on the machine and allows specifying task resource requirements. The degree of concurrency between tasks scheduled by Ray is affected by their individual resource needs. In particular, a given machine’s resources must be sufficient to support the currently executed tasks.

We employ the Flower single-node simulation concept for governing our federated environment. We utilize Flower’s simulation function for this purpose. As shown below, the simulation function accepts as parameters the client function, client IDs, ray configurations, number of FL rounds, and Strategy. As previously explained, all user needs are synchronized by the Strategy. The FL loop then initiates the training and evaluation procedures.

```python
fl.simulation.start_simulation(
    client_fn=client_fn,
    clients_ids=new_client_ids,
    client_resources={"num_cpus": 0.1},
    config=fl.server.ServerConfig(num_rounds=args.iterations),
    strategy=strategy,
    ray_init_args=ray_init_args,
)
```

The VCE in Flower used to virtualize the clients in the system is built on Ray to schedule the execution of client tasks. When resources are inadequate, Ray can order the execution of client-side operations, allowing inexpensive computation of larger-scale experiments. Until the necessary resource requirements are satisfied, VCE holds off on creating such instances, which is advantageous in resource consumption computing.

The combination, as mentioned earlier, of Flower’s VCE and Ray enables large-scale client simulation for evaluating system-level and algorithmic approaches. The proposed use cases employ this simulation to produce the fundamental outcomes in a large-scale automotive environment.

A UML diagram, as in Figure 4.13, illustrates the usage of the RayClientProxy and ClientProxy abstract classes in Flower.
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4.3.6 End-to-end EV-DP Federated Model

We create the end-to-end differential private model for EV clients using the Opacus library. Opacus is an open-source, simple, adaptable, and fast Pytorch framework that provides differential privacy implementation for deep learning applications [98].

Following the Section 2.1.5’ definition of DP, we monitor the privacy budget to determine the level of privacy attained by the EV clients. The implementation is straightforward using the PrivacyEngine class in Opacus. The user provides the noise multiplier $\sigma$ (i.e., the amount of noise to be added to the model updates), l2-clipping norm (C), and delta value $\delta$. Finally, each client’s privacy budget (privacy loss $\epsilon$) is calculated at the end of each FL round.

A sample code snippet of using the PrivacyEngine class is as shown below,

```python
PRIVACY_PARAMS = {
    "target_delta": ###,
    "noise_multiplier": ###,
    "max_grad_norm": ###
}

privacy_engine = PrivacyEngine(
    model,
    sample_rate=sample_rate,
    target_delta=PRIVACY_PARAMS["target_delta"],
    max_grad_norm=PRIVACY_PARAMS["max_grad_norm"],
    noise_multiplier=PRIVACY_PARAMS["noise_multiplier"],
)
```

As shown in Figure 4.14, the Opacus classes wrap the underlying object and carry out the following operations:
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- Opacus computes the per-sample gradient and then clips the values to a user-specified l2-clipping norm.
- The calibrated Gaussian noise the user provides is added to increase the randomness of model updates and preserve privacy.
- Later, we introduce Poisson sampling, wherein each sample from the dataset is included in each training phase with a certain probability p.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 4.14: Main blocks provided by the Opacus library for DP [98]

4.4 Integrating W&B into the FL system

The difficulty of collaborating with multiple clients in a federated automotive environment is more complex than in a centralized environment. Using the W&B MLOps platform, it is possible to mitigate this issue, improve the experiment tracking, enhance interactive visualizations, record artifacts, and generate reports. Using W&B in the proposed configuration, scaling the process to thousands of clients, and collaborating with them are simple. The various outcomes for clients in the FL communication rounds through tracking are possible here. It is also possible to detect client errors and send them updates. In addition, it is crucial to understand system performance and track system resource usage, which is possible with W&B. Multiple combinations of the train and evaluation clients are stored and readily accessible, allowing for easy comparison with other experiments to determine which yields the best results.

As illustrated in Figure 4.15, we utilize the W&B blocks to develop a production-grade automotive setup for the use case described in the previous section, demonstrating the feasibility of using an MLOps platform in an FL environment for production-ready automobiles.
4.4 Integrating W&B into the FL system

Figure 4.15: Integral components of W&B [6]

1. Experiments
For experiment tracking, we must initiate a project, configure the parameters, and log metrics and other model artifacts, such as model weights. Following are some of the W&B APIs that we use for this purpose.

The `wandb.init()` method is invoked at the start of our FL code to launch a new run. A new background process is spawned to log data to the newly created run. Additionally, a local directory is created to store all logs and files. The data is automatically synced to wandb.ai, allowing us to visualize the various metrics. New rounds are created as the FL round progresses, and the dashboard displays the corresponding results. We organize the run based on the FL round number using the `group` argument, which is especially useful for monitoring large simulation experiments. We then terminate the run and do any necessary cleanup by invoking the `wandb.finish()` method.

A sample code snippet to illustrate the above explanation,

```python
run = wandb.init(project=proj_name, group="FL_SrvRnd_" + str(round_number), reinit=True)
wandb.run.name = 'FL_SrvRnd_' + str(config["round_number"])
```

2. Tables
Using W&B’s interactive Table, we can organize tabular data for regression metrics like MSE, RMSE, MAE, and Adjusted R2 in various ways, including grouping, sorting, filtering, generating calculated columns, and making charts. We can easily select the relevant clients and view their log data tables. A sample code snippet to illustrate the above using the `wandb.log()` method is as shown below,

```python
```

3. Reports
W&B facilitates sharing graphs, visualizations of how model versions have improved, notes, and dynamic experiments in various flexible file formats. It is capable of collaborating with other members of the team on time. We can keep track of the results and plan the next steps by storing the work logs. Other features include real-time comments, snapshots of work logs, and customizable reporting as a LaTeX zip file or PDF.
4. Artifacts

We capture every FL round and compare model versions to identify the best results for production. The artifacts registry holds all the necessary information here.

4.5 Employed Evaluation Metrics

Prediction of a time series or regression problem requires mapping input variables to continuous output variables(s) [64, 67]. In such situations, various metrics are employed to evaluate the obtained results. This section focuses on the essential metrics for the proposed work. We explain the use metrics for Use-case (a) as described in the Section 4.1.1 to describe the mathematical notations of the metrics for estimating the battery capacity of EVs. These metrics are also used for evaluating the results obtained for the Use-case (b) (Section 4.1.2)

Mean Absolute Error (MAE)

The MAE is defined as the average of the absolute difference between forecasted and actual values. The actual battery capacity at an instant of time \(i\) is \(y(battery\_capacity)i\), and the predicted value at the same instant of time \(i\) is \(\hat{y}(battery\_capacity)i\). The error term here is \(y(battery\_capacity)i - \hat{y}(battery\_capacity)i\). The error term’s magnitude can be positive or negative depending on the predicted value. However, for calculating the MAE, we take the average of the absolute difference between the actual and predicted values. The total number of samples here is \(N\). This is as explained in the equation below,

\[
MAE = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} |y(battery\_capacity)i - \hat{y}(battery\_capacity)i|
\]

The smaller the MAE, the more closely a model fits a dataset. Consequently, the MAE will indicate the average forecast error we can anticipate. It is reasonably resistant to outliers. However, it can be an inadequate measure when the data points to extreme values.

Mean Squared Error (MSE)

MSE is a prevalent and widely utilized metric. MSE facilitates the estimation of the predictive or forecasting model’s quality. MSE is always a positive value, and a value closer to 0 or a lower value indicates high performance. Similar to the MAE, we consider the square of the error term here. MSE is a more decisive metric because it considers the difference between actual and predicted values, known as variance and the bias, a shift in the distance of predicted value from its actual value. In addition, as a result of the square error term, it penalizes more significant errors or outliers. MSE is advantageous when prediction values are widely dispersed, and larger values must be penalized.

\[
MSE = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (y(battery\_capacity)i - \hat{y}(battery\_capacity)i)^2
\]
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Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)

RMSE can be directly interpreted in terms of measurement units. The RMSE is calculated by taking the square root of the MSE. It has the same units as the vertical or Y-axis quantity; here, the instantaneous battery capacity is measured in Wh.

\[
RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (y_{\text{battery_capacity}i} - \overline{y_{\text{battery_capacity}i}})^2}
\]

Adjusted R-squared or Adjusted R²

The R-squared (R²) value, also known as the coefficient of determination, is a statistical measure of the performance of a regression model. In a regression model, R-squared describes the proportion of variance for a dependent variable (y) concerning an independent variable (x) or variables (x₁, x₂, .., xₙ). The value of R-squared is always between 0 and 1. As the value tends toward 1, it indicates an accurate prediction.

The difference between the R-squared value and the Adjusted R-squared value is that the R-squared value assumes all independent variables influence the model’s outcome. In contrast, the Adjusted R-squared value takes into account only the independent variables that significantly affect the model’s performance. This means that R-squared will always increase when a new variable is added to the prediction model, but the Adjusted R-squared will decrease if the variable is inconsequential.

As shown in the equations below, we use the Adjusted R-squared to determine the model accuracy in our experiments. Here k is the number of independent variables (i.e., number of attributes in the feature space).

\[
R^2 = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (y_{\text{battery_capacity}i} - \overline{y_{\text{battery_capacity}i}})^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (y_{\text{battery_capacity}i} - \overline{y})^2}
\]

\[
Adjusted\_R^2 = 1 - \left[ \frac{(N - 1)}{N - k - 1} \times (1 - R^2) \right]
\]
5 Experimental Setup

The SUMO simulator for data acquisition and the elements necessary to render the EV and CS data, as was explained in the preceding “Methodology” chapter. Then, we discussed a comprehensive overview of the Flower federated framework and its fundamental primitives and design principles.

This chapter dives deeper into the experimental setup for the proposed system using the design concepts outlined in the previous chapter.

5.1 Scenario Generation in SUMO
Here, we discuss the nuance attributes utilized during the SUMO simulation process. Following this, we discuss the various input and output features of the EVs and CSs as a result of the simulation process.

5.2 Data Distribution - Clients’ Heterogeneity
For the obtained simulation data, we discuss data heterogeneity (non-IID) for the EVs and CSs, one of the critical governing factors of FL. Further, we provide a mathematical explanation to recognize the generated data’s diversity and non-uniformity.

5.3 Local Baseline (Personalized) Model
We discuss the modeling of the local (personalized) model and its pertinent hyper-parameters for each client (EVs and CSs).

5.4 System Setup
We discuss a detailed explanation of system configuration for the two use cases described in the previous chapter. We comprehend the interaction of SUMO simulator data with the Flower framework to establish an FL environment in detail.

5.5 FL Training
Finally, we describe the resources necessary for FL training and the training procedure.

5.1 Scenario Generation in SUMO

Using OpenStreetMap, we generate a 417-square-kilometer map of Stuttgart's location. The map obtained is in .osm format. The netconvert command line application converts the map_STR.osm file to a map_STR.net.XML file that the simulator can interpret. Many parameters used by netconvert determine how the network is imported and how the SUMO network is generated. For this purpose, we employ the following processing methods,

- –geometry.remove : Swaps out nodes that define only edges with geometry points
- –roundabouts.guess : Activates round about guessing
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- `--ramps.guess`: Most imported network descriptions lack information regarding highway on and off ramps, indicating that ramps connect to the highway without acceleration/deceleration lanes. By enabling this setting, we can make educated guesses about where on and off ramps should be constructed.

- `--junctions.join`: To connect nearby junctions we use this option

- `--tls.guess-signals`: Enables traffic lights guessing

- `--tls.discard-simple`: It does not activate traffic signals on geometry nodes loaded in a format other than plain XML

- `--tls.join`: Attempts to group nodes that are under traffic lights (tls) control

The commands listed below correspond to each of the steps discussed later. We generate the necessary files using these commands.

```bash
$ netconvert --osm-files map_STR.osm --output-file map_STR.net.xml --geometry.remove --roundabouts.guess --ramps.guess --junctions.join --tls.guess-signals --tls.discard-simple --tls.join
$ python utils/randomTrips.py -n map_STR.net.xml --fcd-output -o map_STR.trips.xml -r map_STR.rou.xml --fcd-output.vType -e 101000 --period 100 --additional-file vehicles.add.xml --fringe-factor 1 --trip-attributes="type="typedist1"" --verbose
```

We use the randomTrips.py utility from SUMO to generate the random trips for the EVs for a given network (option -n). The resulting generated random trips are stored in the map_STR.trips.XML file. The map_STR.rou.XML file generates the routes taken by EVs that are compatible with duarouter (option -r). The trips are evenly distributed within the interval specified by begin (option -b, default 0) and end (option -e, 101000) in seconds. The repetition rate determines the number of trips in seconds (option -p, 100) for each of the EVs. The total number of vehicles in the simulation is determined by the values of start (defaults to 0), end (101000), and period (100), adhering to the formula specified in Section 4.2.2. Every vehicle has a unique vehicle id (vID) and vehicle type (vType) as specified in all the generated XML files.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>vType</th>
<th>speed (ms(^{-1}))</th>
<th>acc. (ms(^{-2}))</th>
<th>battery cap. (Wh)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>soulEV65</td>
<td>29.06</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>64000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VW_eUp</td>
<td>54.44</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>32300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VW_ID4</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>77000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMW i3</td>
<td>41.67</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>39000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kia EV6 GT</td>
<td>72.22</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>77400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUV</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>80000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VW_ID3</td>
<td>44.44</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>58000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>vType</th>
<th>speedFactor</th>
<th>speedDev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>soulEV65</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VW_eUp</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VW_ID4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMW i3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kia EV6 GT</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUV</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VW_ID3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Maximum speed, acceleration, and battery capacity for seven different EVs are illustrated in the Table 5.1. We create an additional file (Listing 5.1) containing the seven unique vehicle attributes of the BMW i3, SUV, Volkswagen ID.3, Volkswagen ID.4, Volkswagen e-up, Kia EV6 GT, and Soul EV65 using the details in the Table 5.1. We can use this additional file in conjunction with the —trip-attributes option to select vehicles with specific characteristics. Setting the —fringe factor to 1 increases the likelihood of trips beginning and ending at the network’s perimeter. We randomly chose the values for speedFactor and speedDev to adjust and exceed the EV’s speed limits in a particular lane (Table 5.2). Setting the speed deviations is primarily intended to prevent vehicles from exhibiting identical behavior, thereby facilitating the achievement of a non-IID data set. Certain specific EVs lack a defined route. Consequently, such EVs are removed from the route file.

![Speed, acceleration and energy consumption boxplot distribution for 1067 EVs belonging to the 7 distinct EV categories](image)

**Figure 5.1:** Speed, acceleration and energy consumption boxplot distribution for 1067 EVs belonging to the 7 distinct EV categories

We finally pass the generated map_STR.net.xml and map_STR.rou.xml files to the sumo configuration file. The simulation can then be initiated in the simulator using the configuration file. After successful simulation, the final output is an XML file containing, among other essential headers, the vehicle ID (vID), vehicle type (vType), routes taken by the vehicle, speed, acceleration, energy consumed, and battery capacity.

For the simulation setup mentioned above, we simulate the behavior of around 1067 EVs, each with its unique vehicle attributes. The Figure 5.1 illustrates the resulting variations in speed, acceleration, and corresponding energy consumption for 1067 EVs.

**Charging Stations**

We established five remote CSs in Esslingen, Ludwigsburg, Mitte, Renningen, and Sindelfingen, all within the city of Stuttgart. Figure 5.2 depicts the number of EVs utilizing these installed CSs. We utilized netedit as explained in Section 4.2.2, accessed the map STR.net.XML file, and installed CSs
5.1 Scenario Generation in SUMO

**Listing 5.1** Sample format of the Additional XML file containing EVs’ attributes

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<additional>
  <vTypeDistribution id="typedist1">
    <vType actionStepLength="1.0" color="blue" emissionClass="MMPEVEM" id="BMW_i3" vClass="passenger" maxSpeed="41.67" accel="7.3" decel="7.3" speedFactor="0.3" speedDev="0.5">
      <param key="has.battery.device" value="true"/>
      ......................
    </vType>
    <vType actionStepLength="1.0" color="blue" emissionClass="MMPEVEM" id="SUV" vClass="passenger" maxSpeed="60" accel="20" decel="20" speedFactor="2.0" speedDev="1.5">
      <param key="has.battery.device" value="true"/>
      ......................
    </vType>
  </vTypeDistribution>
</additional>
```

**Listing 5.2** Sample format of the Additional XML file containing installed CSs’ information

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
  <!-- StoppingPlaces -->
  <chargingStation id="cs_0" lane="24833659_0" startPos="23.68" endPos="33.68" friendlyPos="true" power="22000.00" chargeInTransit="1"/>
  ......................
  <chargingStation id="cs_10" lane="-365894818#3_0" startPos="25.76" endPos="35.76" friendlyPos="true" power="22000.00" chargeInTransit="1"/>
</additional>
```

on randomly selected eligible lanes. We then export an additional XML file (Listing 5.2) containing the details of these installed CSs from the netedit tool. We begin the simulation by implementing the EV simulation procedure but with the positioned CSs. EVs will then utilize the CSs to charge when necessary.

![Figure 5.2: CSs deployed at different locations and number of vehicles using them](image)
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Simulation Output

Multiple parameters regarding the EV are generated as a result of the simulation output. We select the four necessary headers for comprehending the impact of speed, acceleration, and energy consumption on battery capacity degradation. Figure 5.3 depicts, for vehicle ID 0, an example of these four variables (velocity, acceleration, energy consumption, and battery capacity decline) when the EV is in motion. As the vehicle moves, the vehicle accelerates and speeds up at specific positions on the lane, and its energy consumption increases; we observe a gradual decrease in battery capacity. Listing 5.3 provides a preview of a battery output file reported in XML.

Figure 5.3: Variation of speed, acceleration, energy consumption, and battery capacity for the EV vID 0
5.1 Scenario Generation in SUMO

**Listing 5.3** Sample format of the battery output XML file

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<battery-export>
  <timestep time="0.00">
    <vehicle id="0" energyConsumed="0.0000" totalEnergyConsumed="0.0000"
            totalEnergyRegenerated="0.0000" actualBatteryCapacity="32000.0000" maximumBatteryCapacity
            ="64000.0000" chargingStationId="NULL" energyCharged="0.0000" energyChargedInTransit="0.0000"
            energyChargedStopped="0.0000" speed="0.0000" acceleration="0.0000" x="12532.2604" y
            ="4758.6699" lane="2343562#15_0" posOnLane="5.1000" timeStopped="0"/>
  </timestep>
  ..........................................................................
  <timestep time="20746.00">
    <vehicle id="164" energyConsumed="0.4277" totalEnergyConsumed="1116.2333"
            totalEnergyRegenerated="123.8385" actualBatteryCapacity="31007.6052" maximumBatteryCapacity
            ="64000.0000" chargingStationId="NULL" energyCharged="0.0000" energyChargedInTransit="0.0000"
            energyChargedStopped="0.0000" speed="3.9670" acceleration="0.0000" x="14200.4906" y
            ="1295.4643" lane="23424772_0" posOnLane="8.7370" timeStopped="0"/>
  </timestep>
  ..........................................................................
</battery-export>
```

We obtain the output of the CSs' energy consumption in an XML file as in Listing 5.4. We select the three necessary headers, 'chargingStation_id', 'step_time', 'step_partialCharge' for determining the energy-consumption from each utilized CSs. Figure 5.4 depicts an instantaneous, gradual increase in the energy consumption in Wh ('step_partialCharge') of the installed CSs when an EV is charged at a specific station.

![Figure 5.4: Illustration of energy consumption by each of the mentioned CS.](image1.png)
5.2 Data Distribution - Clients’ Heterogeneity

Clients participating in an FL environment may have varying data distributions, typical as in real-world use cases not meeting the IID nature of data. The amount of data distributed on each client node is always imbalanced in numerous applications. The varying feature space, labels, and attributes, among other factors with the various clients, can influence the skewness of the data distribution leading to the discussion of the non-iid data distribution. The non-IID ness of the data could lead to model divergence during FL training. When configuring an FL environment, it is crucial to be wary of the data’s intrinsic characteristics and how to deal with variations in them to avoid model divergence. One of the most common issues with FL systems is dealing with non-IID data. Specifically, this occurs frequently in supervised learning settings. We provide justifications below for the non-IID data generated from the simulator and used in the current use cases defined [12].

1. EVs participating in a federated environment contain data samples collected individually under particular conditions leading to the generation of statistically unequal datasets. Every individual client proposes a unique behavioral imprint, directing the concept of data heterogeneity or non-IID data. In the current use-case of EV mobility and battery consumption, each client is represented as

(5.1) \( vID_i \ ; \ i = \{1, 2, \ldots, n\} \)

where \( n \) being the total number of EV clients.

The data space for this client is represented as

(5.2) \( data_t = ((v, a, ec), y) \in X \times Y \)

where \((v, a, ec)\) represents the vehicle speed, acceleration and energy consumption at the given instant of time \( t \) and \( y \) is the corresponding battery consumption at that time.

The join probability distribution for each client is given by,

(5.3) \( P((v, a, ec), y) = P((v, a, ec))P(y|(v, a, ec)) \)

1. Sample format of the CS output XML file

Listing 5.4 Sample format of the CS output XML file

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<chargingstations-export>
  <chargingStation id="cs_27" totalEnergyCharged="34.83" chargingSteps="6">
    <vehicle id="63" type="BMW_i3" totalEnergyChargedIntoVehicle="34.83" chargingBegin="2017.00" chargingEnd="2022.00">
      <step time="2017.00" chargingStatus="chargingInTransit" energyCharged="5.81" partialCharge="5.81" power="22000.00" efficiency="0.95" actualBatteryCapacity="19200.24" maximumBatteryCapacity="39200.00"/>
      ................................................................
      <step time="2017.00" chargingStatus="chargingInTransit" energyCharged="5.81" partialCharge="5.81" power="22000.00" efficiency="0.95" actualBatteryCapacity="19200.24" maximumBatteryCapacity="39200.00"/>
    </vehicle>
  </chargingStation>
</chargingstations-export>
```
The current equation upholds in a supervised learning environment where the features have corresponding labels.

Consider the data probability of the EV client $vID_i$, $P_{vID_i}((v, a, ec), y)$, and EV client $vID_j$ $P_{vID_j}((v, a, ec), y)$. The unequal data probabilities between the two clients will result in the following,

\[ P_{vID_i}(y|(v, a, ec)) \neq P_{vID_j}(y|(v, a, ec)) \]

The above mathematical demonstrations explain how EV owners in the current simulation setup have varying speed and acceleration thresholds, which alters the driving behavior pattern. We see the same in Figure 5.5. Client 1 with vID 82 and Client 2 with vID 83 exhibit different speed and acceleration patterns.

![EV Data from SUMO Simulation for EV_ID: 82.0 vType: VW_eUp](image1)

![EV Data from SUMO Simulation for EV_ID: 83.0 vType: VW_ID3](image2)

**Figure 5.5**: Varying speed and acceleration patterns for two different clients

2. For the battery capacity data of the EVs and the energy demand of the CSs here, every client experiences change over time. We ascribe this to temporal skewness [103] in the time-series data distribution, contributing to data heterogeneity. In the context of time series data, the distribution is the dynamic time index associated with each client. It is a common type of skewness in data sets that record data with timestamps observed on many devices. In equation 5.5, we see that the battery capacity declines as the EV is in motion resulting in instantaneous change. $t$ is the time index here.

\[ P_{vID_i}((v, a, ec), y|t) \]
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The energy consumption for any given CSs, at an instant of time $t$, is given by $e_{c}(t)$. In distributed time-series data, we consider four lag observations (explained in the upcoming section) to predict the energy consumption at time $t$. As given in equation 5.6, the data distribution changes over time for each CS client indicating temporal skewness. Figure 5.6 illustrates the above explanation of temporal skewness for the selected EVs and CSs.

(5.6) $P_{\text{D}}((e_{cval}(t-4), e_{cval}(t-3), e_{cval}(t-2), e_{cval}(t-1)), e_{cval}(t) | t)$

Figure 5.6: Temporal skewness for EVs and CSs

Figure 5.7: Kernel density estimate for the distribution of observations in the trip length for 7 different EVs.
3. Figure 5.7 depicts the continuous probability distribution for the long and short trips taken by 1067 EV owners. EVs’ data here exhibit a combination of long and short trips. In due course, the commutes made by EVs may change. This uneven data distribution caused by the varying length of the data samples leads to the non-IID distribution of the data. We refer to this characteristic as quantity skew [103].

5.3 Local Baseline (Personalized) Model

In situations involving sequential data from instantaneous, nonlinear systems, temporal dependencies between past and future values are of utmost importance. As discussed in the Section 2.2, LSTM networks are one type of RNN that specializes in learning such temporal dependencies. LSTMs effectively map the input sequences of EVs to predict battery capacity. Similarly, they are also used to forecast energy demand for CSs.

• EV local model
We have adopted the LSTM-Pytorch [63] framework across all of our local EV clients. The LSTM layer used for the battery lifetime prediction consists of three input features: vehicle speed, acceleration, and energy consumed. The number of features in the hidden layer is 32. We have a fully connected linear output layer that predicts the actual battery capacity. We use the hyperbolic tangent function as the final activation layer to obtain the output. As the model training begins, we use back-propagation to fine-tune the network by computing the gradient of the loss function. We then update the weights and minimize the loss. We use the MSE and Adam as the loss function and optimizer, respectively. The learning rate for each client is 0.01, and we train for 2000 local epochs.

Figure 5.8: CS’ time-series energy consumption data to a supervised dataset

• CS local model
We use another LSTM-Pytorch network to obtain the prediction values for the energy consumption forecasting from each CS. Four lag observations (input (X)), are used when we transform the time-series data into supervised learning, ec_val(t-4), ec_val(t-3), ec_val(t-2), ec_val(t-1), to predict the forecast value (output (y)) of ec_val(t). Using this method, we
convert the time-series energy consumption of each CS to a supervised dataset, as illustrated in Figure 5.8, ensuring temporal dependency. Further, we use a single-layer LSTM with 32 hidden cells. Following is the linear layer that outputs the forecast value.

Figure 5.9 illustrates the above models, EV (left) and CS (right) local models generated using the Netron visualizer [72].

**Figure 5.9:** Layers of the LSTM-Pytorch model for EV (left) and CS (right)
5.4 System Set-up

This section explains the bringing together of the use cases, simulation data, and the Flower framework. The illustrations below help us understand how the overall process is interwoven to set up a federated environment.

As depicted in Figure 5.10, we combined the simulation data for 1067 EVs using the Flower framework to create a federated environment. As previously explained, the user selects clients for training and evaluation. The ClientManager efficiently manages the registration and sampling of these particular clients.

Here, as depicted in the example diagram, client ID vID_2, vID_86, and vID_1008 are chosen for the training (fit()) round and ClientProxies are generated for these clients. The inactive clients are also shown in the figure. After the initial round of FL, the server receives each client’s model parameters and weights. The server implements the FedAvg algorithm and shares a global model for evaluation. The clients chosen for evaluation here are vID_15 and vID_3. They obtain global model updates and initiate the evaluation process. The client utilizes this model to test on their unseen test data. In addition, the regression metrics are used to determine the error rate and accuracy of prediction, indicating model performance. Typically, the first round of the FL yield divergent results. Therefore, we conduct two additional FL rounds to achieve the required convergence. It is to be noted that we assume that no client is faulty for this use case.

We distributed the CSs throughout various geographical regions. During mobility, the EVs charge at the installed charging stations. As illustrated in Figure 5.11, we choose CSs CSID_2, CSIS_86, and CSID_n are chosen for the training process. CSID_n fails to participate in training owing to inadequate data samples. Consequently, it returns empty parameters to the server. Upon encountering such a circumstance, the server notifies the CSID_n that it has not been selected for training and labels it a defective client. The server then computes the aggregation only from CSID_2 and CSID_86. The FaultTolerantFedAvg algorithm handles the fault tolerance mechanism by not halting the complete FL process because of the faulty clients. Further, the global model updates are sent to CSID_15 and CSID_3. These clients further evaluate the energy demand for them. The FL training is conducted for another two rounds.

5.5 FL Training

We are using a single machine to host one server and numerous EV clients (here, we use at most 1000 clients). Following the execution of the server, the client process begins. The standalone machine used here for the single-node Flower simulation consists of 64 CPU cores and 256 GB of RAM. The Ray server manages the resource consumption by utilizing the CPUs in a resource-efficient manner. Furthermore, we can configure the utilization of the CPU cores during training using the ray arguments "num_cpus" in the start_simulation() of the Ray-based Flower server.
Figure 5.10: System Design - Battery capacity prediction for the EVs
5.5 FL Training

Figure 5.11: System Design - Energy-demand forecasting for the CSs
6 Results and Observations

This chapter will detail the results of our FL environment setup implementation. We discuss the results for the implemented Use-case (a): Actual battery capacity prediction for EVs and Use-case (b): Energy-demand forecasting for CSs explained in Section 4.1.1 and Section 4.1.2, respectively. Furthermore, this chapter addresses the three main research questions described in Section 1.2.

We comprehend how Flower’s single-node simulation can adapt to different user-specified strategies, such as active client contribution and fault tolerance during deployment, and accommodate production-level algorithmic and research requirements. We discuss how the implemented FL system in Figure 5.10 and Section 5.11 intends to protect user privacy by providing converging results over various FL iterations for EVs and CSs, respectively. We also compare and contrast FL with the local baseline model (personalized model) and discuss the former’s advantages over the latter. Using W&B, we provide an interface for the experimental tracking and report artifacts of different results across multiple rounds in FL. Finally, we discuss the privacy guarantee results of the end-to-end DP model applied to the implemented FL system for each local client. In addition, we shed light on how DP-related hyper-parameters influence overall system performance and the trade-offs that must be considered when designing a DP-FL system. In the concluding section of the chapter, the obtained results are discussed.

6.1 Performance Results for Use-case (a): Actual battery capacity prediction for EVs

6.1.1 FedAvg Algorithm’s Performance Evaluation

The experimental settings here involve training and evaluating different combinational splits of clients. We use the FedAvg algorithm and calculate the MSE, RMSE, MAE, and Adjusted R2 scores across multiple federated rounds. Table 6.1 summarizes aggregated (aggregate/mean) Adjusted R2 scores and test loss returned by individual clients for every round in FL.

The FedAvg algorithm selects the clients for training and testing using the client-picking strategy detailed in Section 4.3.3. The Pytorch-LSTM model (Section 5.3) implemented for each client performs 2000 local epochs. We only conduct three federated rounds to achieve the necessary convergence rate. Additionally, we observe that the FedAvg algorithm works effectively with non-IID data.

In general, the accuracy of a regression model will be greater if its MSE, RMSE, and MAE values are lower, as discussed in Section 4.5. Our working system yields this characteristic. The results summarized in Table 6.1 indicate that as the number of FL rounds increases, FL performance improves and becomes more stable.
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Table 6.1: FL system performance for different training and evaluation splits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Training Clients</th>
<th># Evaluation Clients</th>
<th>Aggregated Adjusted R2-score</th>
<th>Aggregated Test loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FL rounds</td>
<td></td>
<td>FL rounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>-8.6688</td>
<td>0.8521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>-0.2704</td>
<td>0.7343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.1157</td>
<td>0.8636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>-1.0614</td>
<td>0.5684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>-3.8580</td>
<td>0.7485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3.8839</td>
<td>0.7769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>-2.6703</td>
<td>0.8524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>-0.5017</td>
<td>0.7263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-1.9932</td>
<td>0.6750</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We take the two best-obtained results from the above experiments (Table 6.1) and discuss the training, test loss, and other regression metrics in detail.

1. 1000 training; 500 evaluation clients
2. 1000 training; 100 evaluation clients

Figure 6.1: Train loss, Test loss, Adjusted R2 scores for 1000 training clients and 500 evaluation clients (left) and 100 evaluation clients (right)
Figure 6.1 illustrates how the training and test loss eventually decreases as the federated round progresses. Consequently, the Adjusted R2 scores increase, indicating a good convergence or prediction of the actual battery capacity for EVs. The other regression metrics, MSE, RMSE, and MAE, as illustrated in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 for (1) and (2) the best-obtained results, respectively. We calculate them for each client during every round of FL. They gradually decrease as the number of federated iterations rises, demonstrating high performance with three FL iterations.

Figure 6.2: MSE, RMSE, and MAE scores for 500 evaluation clients after 3 federated rounds of training 1000 EV clients.

Figure 6.3: MSE, RMSE, and MAE scores for 100 evaluation clients after 3 federated rounds of training 1000 EV clients.

Each FL communication round represents one epoch/step of the global model, indicating that FL is an iterative process requiring communication rounds to achieve convergence. As shown in Figure 6.1, there are a few clients whose poor performance in the first round of FL training results in a precipitous decline in their Adjusted R2 scores. Eventually, however, the divergence in outcomes is reduced. Results from a subset of these clients showing this pattern are shown in Table 6.2.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Client ID</th>
<th>Adjusted R2 scores</th>
<th>FL rounds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client 810</td>
<td>-31.55</td>
<td>-9.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client 474</td>
<td>-3.67</td>
<td>0.5053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client 190</td>
<td>-4.09</td>
<td>0.5340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client 359</td>
<td>-19.36</td>
<td>-7.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client 234</td>
<td>-8.76</td>
<td>0.7177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.1.2 Performance of Federated Learning over Local Learning (Personalized Training)

Since FL involves multiple clients, it is a collaborative learning approach that utilizes larger shared data samples. As a result of differences in the underlying distributions of our clients in FL, we always observe a skewness in data distributions leading to more diverse labeled datasets. The local model, which trains using each client’s local data, is referred to as the local baseline or personalized model.

**Figure 6.4:** Adjusted R2 scores for different evaluation clients are compared to the local baseline model for 3 FL rounds with 100 EV clients as our training set.

Many clients contribute to the global FL model aggregation. This indicates that it receives more labeled data updates than the local baseline model. Training, validating, and testing a local model on its data may deliver beneficial results. However, this could have negative consequences for unknown or unseen data.
The data pool of an FL process is unseemingly high here since it involves global weight updates from thousands of EV clients with different speed and acceleration patterns during their mobility. In contrast, the personalized model is limited to a single EV’s data. Thus it is possible to model a system with better robustness in FL, which can significantly assist generalization performance preserving user privacy.

Our experiments investigate the accuracy by comparing local and FedAvg models to estimate the remaining battery capacity. Each EV trains its data without external knowledge in this baseline training scenario, which could lead to model redundancy. Though this type of training preserves privacy, it suffers from achieving robustness. The model’s prediction goes down when a locally trained EV encounters a circumstance it has never seen before. On the other hand, the implemented

Figure 6.5: Comparison of the battery capacity estimation with the local baseline model, 3 FL rounds, and the actual ground truth for EV client IDs.
6.1 Performance Results for Use-case (a): Actual battery capacity prediction for EVs

FedAvg is more promising than the local model since it receives global updates from 1000s of clients. The performance of different clients chosen randomly by the user and evaluated using the FedAvg from the Flower framework is shown in Figure 6.4. We observe that the prediction accuracy for most clients (72, 679, 742, 801, and 1062) in the third FL iteration is better than those of the local baseline model hence achieving a reasonable convergence rate.

Figure 6.5 illustrates the convergence rate of the implemented FL for eight randomly chosen Client IDs 72, 215, 663, 667, 679, 742, 801, and 1062. The remaining battery capacity in Wh (normalized values) is predicted for these eight clients. Here, we highlight the area between the third round of FL and the actual battery capacity value and between the local baseline model and the actual battery capacity value. We see a very high model divergence in the local baseline model performance for Client ID 679.

6.1.3 Training Time

As explained in Section 4.3.5, Flower wraps the VCE using Ray to configure and allocate the resources in the system. The runtime behavior during the training and evaluation phases of the FL system depends on CPU availability, memory space and speed, and the intensity of computation.

We use Ray’s dashboard to determine the memory utilization during the FL process, which displays CPU utilization in addition to other valuable metrics. A sample view of the Ray dashboard is illustrated in Figure 6.6. The Flower simulation toolkit’s API includes an option to activate the Ray dashboard and adjust the number of CPUs (num_cpus) used in the system, as demonstrated in the code snippet.

```python
ray_init_args = {"include_dashboard": True}

fl.simulation.start_simulation(
    ................
    client_resources={"num_cpus": 0.1},
    config=fl.server.ServerConfig(num_rounds=args.iterations),
    strategy=strategy,
    ray_init_args=ray_init_args,
)
```

![Ray Dashboard](image)

Figure 6.6: Ray Dashboard
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As an alternative interactive process viewer, we use htop. Throughout the FL procedure, we use htop to monitor the load on each CPU core. This is useful for modifying the num_cpus in the Flower simulation API configuration option if the CPUs are underutilized or overutilized during the training process. Figure 6.7 depicts a representative illustration of CPU usage using htop.

![Figure 6.7: View of htop interactive system-monitor](image)

![Figure 6.8: No. of EV clients per round and the computation/runtime (in seconds) for 3 FL rounds.](image)
The number of rounds is a key hyper-parameter in FL. It facilitates the determination of the required convergence rate for clients. Foretelling the time complexity of a system requires computing the time needed for each training and evaluation cycle. As an inference metric, this allows us to comprehend the FL training time using an energy-aware manner. In large simulation systems, runtime computation is helpful when specific modifications are necessary.

We determine the computation time for various EV clients throughout the training and evaluation phase. The implemented federated environment selects 1000 clients for training, sends model updates to the server, and evaluates 1000 clients in 3131.83 seconds, regarded as the upper bound of the training time for the implemented system. As the number of clients ascends, we see a linear increase in computation time. Figure 6.8 shows the computation time for different training and evaluation client ratio computed over three FL iterations.

6.1.4 Experiment Tracking using W&B

As described in Section 4.4, the integration of W&B with the implemented FL system enables us to monitor large-scale EV experiments. We utilize the various W&B components to migrate the FL system to a production-ready environment. As the FL training commences, we determine the model performance metrics for thousands of clients and use W&B’s interactive dashboard features to comprehend their performance. The model artifacts are also stored in the project workspace configurations. Following is an illustration study of the integration of W&B with our implemented system. The main blocks of the W&B integrated with the current FL system are as shown below.

**FL iteration groups:** As FL is an iterative method, tracking each round’s convergence results is essential to determine when training should conclude. We can use W&B’s ‘group’ feature to group the runs in such situations. Figure 6.9 depicts the orderly grouping of the various FL rounds. Each round of FL will have its metrics. Thus, differentiating the various obtained results from the grouped FL rounds facilitates the end user’s ability to configure the FL environment accordingly.

![Figure 6.9: Configuring rounds in W&B](image)
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**Custom Charts:** Recording custom charts in W&B improves the user’s visualization. Additionally, W&B’s custom charts are highly interactive. Incorporating and sharing any graph the user requires with project collaborators is simpler. There is a slider option for all generated graphs. In Figure 6.10 (a), for instance, a slider displays the client ID 696’s Adjusted R2 scores for various rounds in FL. Additionally, it is possible to export custom charts to various formats. Figure 6.10 (b) depicts a matplotlib-generated graph easily embeddable in W&B.

![Custom Charts](image)

**Figure 6.10:** Logging custom charts in W&B

**Tables:** Tables are another feature of W&B. They assist in sorting, filtering, and grouping the various metrics for clients in FL. They also facilitate logging tables from multiple runs and the subsequent comparison of results in the project workspace. They are adaptable because we can export only the required client ID information to a CSV file. Figure 6.11 illustrates a sample representation of the generated table in W&B.

**System details:** In order to design a resource-aware system during the FL simulation process, it is essential to keep track of various system resource data. Keeping track of the system’s specifics is a crucial feature of W&B. W&B automatically logs system metrics such as Network traffic (sent and received bytes), system memory usage, disk I/O usage, and CPU threads usage every 2 seconds, averaging over 30 seconds. Since these metrics are recorded for each round of FL, they facilitate the development of a more adaptable resource-aware system. Figure 6.12 illustrates the logging of the system details by W&B.
6.1 Performance Results for Use-case (a): Actual battery capacity prediction for EVs

Figure 6.11: Tables generated in W&B

Figure 6.12: System details generated in W&B

Artifacts: The W&B artifacts are used to version the various FL rounds and experiments. The artifact’s checksum allows us to comprehend the changes and track the new version of the training. Figure 6.13 illustrates an example of artifact generation for various FL rounds.
6.1.5 Differential Privacy

As described in the Section 2.1.5 and Section 4.3.6, we add noise to each local EV model to prevent model updates (weights/gradients) against attack or data leakage. The added noise aids in determining the relationship between accuracy and privacy budget epsilon ($\epsilon$).

We select ten clients for the training using the Client Picking Strategy: 50, 76, 136, 186, 539, 676, 965, 979, 1019, and 1039. The PrivacyEngine class of Opacus is attached to these clients. Each local client model is trained for 2000 local epochs with a learning rate of 0.01 for all clients. We set the minimum acceptable value for $\delta$ to $1e^{-3}$. The various noise levels selected fall within the set of $\sigma = \{0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0\}$. The clients selected for determining the accuracy of an end-to-end DP model’s implementation are 77, 133, 545, and 1049.

As depicted in Figure 6.14, the value of epsilon increases as the noise value decreases. As the epsilon value decreases, the model’s privacy protection improves. Here, for a noise value of 1.5 and 2.0, we observe that the epsilon value is near zero for almost all clients. On the contrary, introducing noise affects the model performance. As illustrated in Figure 6.15, we see a drastic decrease in the Adjusted R2 scores with an increase in noise.
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Figure 6.14: Epsilon values for different noise multipliers

Figure 6.15: Adjusted R2 scores for different noise multipliers
6.2 Performance Results Use-case (b): Energy-demand forecasting for CSs

In our Use-case (b), we calculate the energy transferred by each CS to various vehicles. We implement the FaultTolerantFedAvg algorithm to address faulty clients, as described in Section 4.3.1. Once we determine that a CS does not have enough data to begin training, we label it a faulty client. Therefore, we eliminate these clients during training and only collect updates from clients with sufficient samples. This method ensuring a fault-tolerance mechanism is an enhanced version of the FedAvg.

The three outcomes mentioned below suggest that we have a reliable forecasting model. In our experiments, the energy consumption forecast accuracy for all CSs is above 90 percent, indicating a good model prediction, as shown in Figure 6.16. Figures 6.17 and 6.18 also show a gradual decline in MSE and RMSE scores as the FL round progresses, indicating superior model performance.

Figure 6.19 illustrates the convergence rate of the implemented FL for CS CID_Sind_cs_18.

Figure 6.16: Adjusted R2 for 15 CSs after 3 FL rounds

Figure 6.17: MSE for 15 CSs after 3 FL rounds
6.2 Performance Results Use-case (b): Energy-demand forecasting for CSs

**Figure 6.18:** RMSE for 15 CSs after 3 FL rounds

**Figure 6.19:** Comparison of the energy-demand with the local baseline model, 3 FL rounds, and the actual ground truth of the CS CID_Sind_cs_18
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6.3 Discussion

In this section, we examine the obtained results in light of the research questions and justify the outcomes of the developed FL system.

**RQ1: How can we incorporate the FL environment justifying user privacy and system heterogeneity to realize use-cases (a) and (b)?**

The cumulative outcomes of Sections 6.1 and 6.2 serve as the foundation for this research question. The Flower framework was used to implement a federated environment for the two use cases. Flower’s single-node simulation enables us to configure the FL environment without disclosing client information, hence protecting user privacy as intended.

**Use-case (a):**
As demonstrated in Figure 6.1, as the FL iteration advances, the training and test loss for 1000 training clients and 500/100 evaluation clients decreases. Table 6.1 also demonstrates this characteristic. For instance, the aggregated Adjusted R2 score for 1000 training and 500 evaluation clients increases from -0.2704 at the end of the first round of FL to 0.8597 at the end of the third FL round. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 illustrate the decrease in MSE and RMSE from the first to the third round of FL. As shown in Table 6.2, despite the fact that specific clients demonstrate relatively poor performance in the initial FL round, the Adjusted R2 scores rapidly improve in successive FL rounds. In this use case we assume that no client is faulty.

As seen in Figure 6.4, the implemented FL model’s performance is higher compared to the local model (personalized model) for most of the clients. When a client trains its data using its local model, its ability to handle unseen data becomes less plausible. As depicted in Figure 6.5, multiple clients in FL provide converging results for the battery capacity prediction compared to the local baseline model. This means that the developed FL system can outperform the local baseline model in several scenarios due to the model updates from the non-IID data across thousand of clients.

**Use-case (b):**
As shown in Figure 6.16, the Adjusted R2 score for the vast majority of CSs is considerably over 0.9, indicating a model with a high level of accuracy. Similarly, Figures 6.17 and 6.18 demonstrate that as the FL iterations advance, the MSE and RMSE results for 15 CSs for three FL rounds fall steadily. Again, this demonstrates the FL model’s stability.

The previous result discussion provides a viable and practicable method for protecting the privacy of individual users of EVs and CSs in a diverse automotive environment (simulated non-IID data, Section 5.2). Utilizing the FedAvg technique to interpret the convergence findings allows us to conclude that the implemented system handles production-grade FL privacy and statistical data heterogeneity adequately. Thus, all the above results depict that the implemented system has a high convergence rate for the production-ready automotive environment.
RQ2: How does the above proposed system provide incentives for deploying FL in a production-ready automotive environment?

RQ2.1 How does the system handle the training and evaluation of numerous clients?
During each iteration of the FL process, as depicted in Table 6.1, we train and evaluate 1000 EV clients in the Stuttgart region based on simulation results. In conjunction with Ray, Flower's VCE enables us to schedule a large-scale simulation in a resource-aware manner. As described in Section 4.3.5, the ClientManager and ClientProxy classes of Flower facilitate the generation of client instances only when they are selected for training and evaluation. This resource-aware instantiation provided by Flower mitigates the overhead of resources and enable large-scale simulation for a production environment.

As seen in Figure 6.6, the dashboard visualization is an interactive representation that enables the user to tailor simulation resources as required. As indicated in Figure 6.7, Ray enables us to alter CPU core utilization based on availability, reducing CPU consumption overhead. Figure 6.8’s upper bound of computing time for the FL system reveals that 1000 EV training and evaluation clients, each with a Pytorch-LSTM model (Section 5.3) and 2000 local epochs, require approximately 3131.83 seconds to complete training and evaluation. Consequently, establishing a time constraint for the debugging and deployment of large-scale automotive simulations.

RQ2.2 How do we implement a user-friendly client-picking strategy for active client contribution?
As described in Section 4.3.3, the FedAvg algorithm is modified to pick the required clients for the training and evaluation phase. For instance, as shown in Figure 6.4, we pass the eight client IDs who are interested to know their actual battery capacity prediction outcomes.

Such a selection method is required to comprehend the clients who are currently utilizing the system and those who have departed. This enables active contribution instead of arbitrarily and coercively picking clients for training or evaluation. Thus, it provides a client-friendly production-grade interface by allowing the client to choose whether to participate in the process and eventually mitigates the communications costs.

RQ2.3 How can we handle faulty clients during the training and evaluation process?
We have implemented FaultTolerantFedAvg, an extension of the FedAvg algorithm designed to accommodate malfunctioning clients as in Section 4.3.1. By employing this algorithm, we ensure that the FL system handles errors more effectively. It also specifies that when an FL training round encounters faulty or error-prone clients, it excludes them and collects updates from the remaining clients rather than halting the process altogether. By adjusting min_completion_rate_fit and min_completion_rate_evaluate in the algorithm, it is possible to achieve the desired outcomes, as seen in Figure 6.16.

In the production-grade automotive industry, FaultTolerantFedAvg outperforms FedAvg by recognizing defective clients in the system. Due to the dynamic nature of EVs and CSs, a decline in participation is commonplace in vehicular networks. Consequently, utilizing FaultTolerantFedAvg as an extension to FedAvg improves the model aggregation outcomes in such scenarios.

RQ2.4 How can we integrate the proposed FL system with a production-grade MLOps platform for experiment tracking?
A production-grade automotive FL system must provide model tracking, deployment, and interactive possibilities using an MLOps platform for easy production. We do this by integrating the FL model to W&B.
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As seen in Figures 6.9 and 6.10, we can track the development of results across the FL rounds. This experiment tracking aids us in examining large-scale simulations. The specific clients who experience inconsistent results or discrepancies in model performance are discovered and can be instantly notified. The complete network traffic and system resource usage can be observed and understood graphically in W&B as in Figure 6.12. Figures 6.11 and 6.13 also provide numerous other data storage possibilities in W&B, such as table generation and artifact tracking.

The APIs provided by W&B are easily integrated with the Flower framework to track the progress and for interactive visualizations. Also, the collaboration of results between the client and the central server results in amicable production-grade environment development. Thus, W&B offers model versioning, result visualization, and report generation for the FL model in a production-grade environment.

RQ3: How can we additionally enhance the privacy guarantees for the local client model during weight updates using differential privacy?

In a production-level system, when chosen for training, each client is assigned the PrivacyEngine class from the Opacus library. We can construct a \((\epsilon, \delta)\)-DP model by carefully adjusting the noise multiplier \(\sigma\) and clipping threshold (C) hyper-parameters sent to the PrivacyEngine class.

Figure 6.14 shows that epsilon values are highest for a noise multiplier of 0.5. As the noise multiplier increases, the epsilon value eventually declines. Consequently, a drop in epsilon value suggests a private model immune to external attacks. On the contrary, as seen in Figure 6.15, there is a decrease in the Adjusted R2 scores for four client IDs with noise injection into the local client models. This is a common trait of a DP model [98].

Providing an end-to-end DP model in a production-grade environment is crucial since EVs participating in the FL process are again susceptible to attacks while connecting with the central server, via V2X communication, for example. In the preceding experiments, we dealt with a superficial level of privacy for the local client model by establishing a uniform norm clipping and noise multiplier value in the interval \([0.5, 2.0]\). This permits using Opacus in Flower to develop a DP model for the automotive industry.

It should be emphasized, however, that in certain situations, each client may have distinct privacy requirements. For instance, a client may need less privacy and more precise results, or vice versa. Providing such continual adaptations of the privacy budget for each client results in server-side overhead during the global model’s aggregation.
7 Conclusion and Outlook

7.1 Conclusion

In this work, we have implemented a Flower-based FL environment without disclosing individual client information. We have generated a heterogeneous dataset using the traffic and EV model in SUMO. The developed system can predict the battery life of EVs and the energy consumption of CSs in a specific region, addressing two widespread use cases in the automotive industry and thus answering the research question RQ1.

As in RQ2, the thesis emphasizes the creation of a system appropriate for use in a production environment. One such framework that is easily adaptable and scalable in a production environment is the Flower federated framework. Utilizing the design concept of the Flower, the implemented system deploys a large-scale simulation for 1000 EV clients in a resource-efficient manner (RQ2.1). The client selection technique permits active client participation without stagnant clients, demonstrating that Flower’s software stack is user-friendly and allows customizations (RQ2.2). The implementation of system’s fault tolerance helps discover defective clients without halting the entire FL process (RQ2.3). Flower’s ability to integrate with W&B for experiment tracking makes it easy to configure in an MLOps platform for production, thus simplifying training outcomes, model artifact storage, and report generation (RQ2.4).

The implemented end-to-end DP model and its various hyper-parameters provide end-to-end privacy guarantees to EVs, thus answering research question RQ3.

The established system handles client-requested privacy and statistical data heterogeneity, thrusting the system to work in a production-grade environment. The discussed associated strategies and algorithms using a user-friendly Flower framework produce high-convergence findings, enabling the initial simulation phase toward FL production readiness in automotive use cases.

7.2 Limitations

The described simulation environment covers numerous challenges in FL and is a foundation for various system-level and algorithm research approaches. They demonstrate a given technique’s applicability by outlining various real-world outcomes. Despite its benefits, it is vital to consider the limitations of such a system. The limitations are discussed as follows,

- In SUMO, we utilize the straightforward and generalized EV energy model. This model is constructed with a constant parameter for propulsion efficiency and regenerative braking [90], which may compromise the actual behavior of EV mobility characteristics such as acceleration and associated battery consumption during its motion. Thus, this impacts the overall battery life calculation.
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• The currently implemented FL system follows a single-node simulation. Two core challenges in FL, the system heterogeneity and communication costs and overhead are addressed on a very minute scale because of the adoption of single-node simulation. In real-world FL scenarios, the communication rates could differ from one client to another, a missing aspect not addressed in single-node simulation. Additionally, each client may have unique system resources, which is a concern that must be managed.

7.3 Future Work

Following the discussions and limitations, we suggest possible future improvements and extensions for the FL production-ready automotive system,

• Though precise data acquisition is not the focus of the thesis, it would be beneficial to extend the present SUMO model to account for other factors affecting the battery life of EVs. There is ongoing research in this direction to simulate more realistic data using the SUMO simulator [49, 53].

• Flower supports the seamless transition from single-node simulation to multi-node simulation and deployment on edge devices. We can leverage this attribute of Flower and address problems such as system heterogeneity and communication costs.

We can further deploy the implemented model in the EVs in the real-time scenario. The instantaneous data can be collected and collaborated from the Vehicle Control Unit (VCU) and the Battery Management System (BMS) in the car. The data can then be routed to a computing device place inside the vehicle, such as a Raspberry Pi or NVIDIA Jetson Nano, with sufficient CPU and GPU capabilities for training the model. The trained weights can then be updated on the central server via Flower’s RPC communication mechanism. This is a future potential edge deployment of the current system.

• For our use cases, we have implemented the FedAvg and FaultTolerantFedAvg algorithms. Despite the high convergence rate for the majority of clients, there are a few clients whose performance must be enhanced due to their very heterogeneous data. In such circumstances, the FedAvg algorithm can be extended to the FedProx algorithm for more robust convergence.

• The end-to-end DP model developed is only evaluated for the gradient-norm clipping value C=1.0. The value of C affects the gradient’s orientation. If not chosen accurately, it could lead to divergence in results. Leveraging the hyperparameter sweep functionality in W&B, we can tune a better value for the gradient norm clipping for a given noise multiplier. The adaptive clipping value selection can be one of the future attempts to address the trade-off between obtained accuracy and noise introduced into the system.
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# Appendix

Table A.1: Numeric representation of the MSE, RMSE, MAE and Adjusted R\textsuperscript{2} for 25 sample clients; Results obtained after 3 FL rounds with 1000 training clients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Client ID</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>Adjusted r\textsuperscript{2}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0042</td>
<td>0.0048</td>
<td>0.0048</td>
<td>0.0036 -2.2055 0.974 0.9826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.0034</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>0.0036 0.959 0.9903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.0056</td>
<td>0.0061</td>
<td>0.0061</td>
<td>0.0065 0.1951 0.9959 0.9903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>0.0041</td>
<td>0.0041</td>
<td>0.0042 0.3628 0.5068 0.5446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
<td>0.0047 -0.594 0.9769 0.9903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>0.0042 0.3701 0.973 0.9857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>251</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
<td>0.0024 -6.6939 -3.072 -2.272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>292</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>0.0041</td>
<td>0.0041</td>
<td>0.0046 0.9462 0.9626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>303</td>
<td>0.0035</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>0.0039 0.2956 0.973 0.9857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>389</td>
<td>0.0028</td>
<td>0.0035</td>
<td>0.0035</td>
<td>0.0037 0.9682 0.9828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>399</td>
<td>0.0035</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>0.0041 -0.2629 0.7507 0.8459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>415</td>
<td>0.0049</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
<td>0.0053 -15.9296 0.928 0.751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>480</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>0.0042</td>
<td>0.0042</td>
<td>0.0044 0.8879 0.9532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>527</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
<td>0.0035</td>
<td>0.0035</td>
<td>0.0037 0.9169 0.9590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>648</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.0064</td>
<td>0.0064</td>
<td>0.0066 -7.6682 0.6816 0.5697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>662</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.0035</td>
<td>0.0035</td>
<td>0.0037 0.8438 0.9226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>742</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
<td>0.0039 0.953 0.9839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>780</td>
<td>0.0046</td>
<td>0.0048</td>
<td>0.0048</td>
<td>0.0049 0.9776 0.9617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.0041</td>
<td>0.0044</td>
<td>0.0044</td>
<td>0.0045 -4.9301 0.8456 0.9648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>858</td>
<td>0.0052</td>
<td>0.0055</td>
<td>0.0055</td>
<td>0.0056 -11.2022 0.8688 0.7377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>936</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
<td>0.0053</td>
<td>0.0053</td>
<td>0.0055 -23.1112 0.8388 0.5519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1013</td>
<td>0.0033</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
<td>0.0038 -0.0455 0.9894 0.9443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>0.0034</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>0.0039 0.9263 0.9583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1057</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
<td>0.0048</td>
<td>0.0048</td>
<td>0.0050 0.9882 0.995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.1: Numeric representation of the MSE, RMSE, MAE and Adjusted R\textsuperscript{2} for 25 sample clients; Results obtained after 3 FL rounds with 1000 training clients.
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